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ABSTRACT

Amountand.intensityof}ocomotoractivityandtime
out of the nest were measured' for a I-year period on

captive red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) under

natural conditions. Daily and annual activity patterns

and co*erations between activity and meteororogical

variableswereexamined.Apronounced.annualcycle,in
phasewiththeannualtemperaturecycle'wasfoundinall
three aspects of activity' Daily amount of locomotor

activityand.timeoutofthenestwerecloselycorre]-ated
with mean daily air temperature. naùy patterns of

aciivityvariedseasonallyfromad.istinctlybimodalto
aunimod.a}pattern,withashiftinwintertomoremidday
activity, The behaviou:' observed was the behaviour

expected. of animals seeking to reduce or eliminate the

effect of air temperature (Tr) on daily energy expenditure '

Abd.omina}temperature(Tb)ofcaptivesquirrelswas

monitoredbyrad.iotelemetryatnaturaltyoccurringTa
f rom -33 ro zBoC. Abd.ominal temperature ranged from 35'9

to 41.4oC; it was usually less tha.r1 3goc when an animal

was inside the nest and' greater than 39oC when outside '

An increase of To to about 3goc usually occurred before a.I1

anirnalleftthenest.Insid.ethenestTowaspositíve}y
correlated.withT'outsidethenest.ItisSuggestedthat
insidethenestared.uced.Toisad.aptiveaSitresultsin
energy conservation while a high TO is required' outside the



nest for rapid and' co-ordinated' motor activity

Alaboratorystud.yoftherateofenergyexpend.iture
ofthered.squirrelund.ercontrolledcond.itionsindicated.
total thermal cond'uctance (C) of resting sunmer-acclimatized

animalswastlor-ofCofwinter-acclimatizedanimals.
Thermal conductance of animal plus nest was \oy'' of C for

winter-acclimatized' animals ' permitting T¡ regulation at

-zoo| with only a slight increase in metabolic rate '

Metabolic rate of animals resting at thermal neutral T"

did not change seasonally' During locomotor activity

metabolicratewasalinearfunctionofrunningspeed.
Heatgeneratedbyexercised.id'notred'ucethermoregu}atory

heat production at low T*' apparently due to increased C

d-uring exercise '

The reliability of heart rate (fh) as an index of

oxygen consumption (VoZ) was assessed' The two variables

showed a-n average correration of o,gLt within individuals

whenincreasedVo,waselicited.eitherbyco}d.orexercise.
There was variabirity in the regression of ü0, on fn within

individuars from day to day, within individuals between

v^^elicitedbycold.orbyexercise,and.amongindividuals.v/,
However,üOZofananimalcould'beestimatedfrornfnwith

reasonable accuracy' usi-ng a regression established

f or that ind'ividual ' Separate regressions f or rest a¡d

exercise,and.regressionsbased.onmoretharroneday'sd.ata
wil}contributetoincreased.accuracyinestimatingfoz.
overarrB.hperiod.,ùo2of6ind.ivid.uals,estimatedfrom

I1



regressions based' on one day's data' d'iffered from

- å by 6,g-22,6% (mean = t+%).measured vO2

Energy expenditure of captive squirrels in large

outdoor enclosures was estimated using fn terernetry.

Regressions or ú0, on fn, established separately d-uring

bothrestand.exerciseforeachind.ividua},wereusedto
estimate ú0, from f¡, sampled at 5-min intervals over

y\-h periods, ât various T. over the course of L year'
a -t h-1, ind'ePend'ent of

Mean dailY ú0, was 2'oO + O'11- cm/ g

Ta.Oxygenconsumptionofarrirna}sbothinsid.earrdoutside

the nest increased with d'ecreasing Ta' The constancy of

daily energy expenditure occurred because the proportion

of the day spent outside the nest' where ùO' was high'

decreased- with decreasing Tr as d'id locomotor activity'

This study j-nd'icates that captive red' squírrels '

exposed.tonaturalclimaticconditions,regulatedai}y
energy expenditure aL a constant leveil' in spite of large

seasonal temPerature change '
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volume of the metabolism charnber

xvaa



SYMBOIS AND ABBREVIATIONS cont'd

VA volume of d-ry air in the metabolism chamber

fno inflow rate of water vapour to the metaboli-sm
ràr' chamber

úrO, rate of carbon dioxid'e formation by the animal

i,_ outfrow rate of dry air from the metaborism chamber
11

i._ inflow rate of dry air to the metabolj-sm chamber
I

v. inflow rate of undried air to the metabolism chamber
t_n

ùO volume of oxygen in the metabolism chamber

ù0, rate of oxygen consumption by the animal

Vwvolumeofwatervapourinthemetabolismchamber

W wind sPeed

Abaroverasymbolind.icatesitrepresentsthenean

valueforthatvariableoveraspecifíedtimeperiod.The

character,A'preced.ingasymbold.enotes"'changein...''.

xviii



GENERAI TNTRODUCTlON

Expenditure of energy mad'e available through the

metabolic breakdown of ingested' food materials is a

continuous and essential process in atl living organisms '

The rate of energy metabolism of an organism is of interest

tobio}ogistsbothbecauseitintegratesmanyaspectsof

anj-mal performance and' because it is a measure of the

totar impact of an organism on the energy resources of

its environment (Bartholomew I9?? a) ' The rate of energy

metabolism of rodents in metabolism chambers may vary

from the resting metabolic rate of a post-absorptive

ind,ividual (Þasal metabolic rate) to a maximum rate

3,5-8,2 times the basal metabolic rate (Hart L97L) '

However ' very littre is known about the daily energ)¡

expenditure of undisturbed free-ranging animals in their

natural environments'

Major factors contributing .co an increase in energy

expend.iture above the basal level in homeotherms are

muscular contraction associated with activity and' in

cold environments, heat production for the purpose of

thermoregulation' An increase in the rate of energy

expend.iture necessitates, on average' an increase i,n the

rate of energy intake through behaviour leading to the

ingestion of increased amounts of food ' as maintenance

of energy balance is vital to the long term survival

of axy organism'
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overthelongterm'aj\ad-u}trron-reprod.ucingarrimal

regulates its average rate of energy intake to exactly

balance its average rate of energy expenditure

through physiological mechanisrns which d-rive behaviour

that results in food' intake' In ad'dition it may be

necessary for an animal to regulate behaviourally daily

energy expend'iture because its capacity for assimilating

energy is limited' and because the energy resources of its

environment are usually limited' ât least during certain

times of the YeàT '

'Behavioural regulation of daily energy expenditure

may be accomplished' through postponement of essential

activitiestoatimewjrencond'itionsmaybemorefavourable;
lessessentialactivitiesmaybeentirelyeliminated.und'er
envjronmenta}cond.itionswheretheenergycostoftheactivity
issuchthatnonetbenefitisd.erived.fromtheactivity.
That this may occur is suggested by evidence indicating

animals zrre capable of adapting behaviour to current

environmental circumstances so as to maximize fitness

(McFarland Lg??)' Further regulation of d'ai1y energy

expend-iture may occur through behaviour such as nest

construction, microhabitat selection' huddling' or postural

ad.justment,whichred.ucestheenergycostofthermoregulation

in a cold environment (Hart L9?t),

Therefore,withrespecttobehaviourwhichregulates

energy expenditure it appears appropriate to take the

approachsuggested.byMcFarland(tgzz)a¡dviewthebehaviour
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ofthea¡imalascontrol}ingthestateofthesystemby
virtueofitsconsequencesratherthanthetraditional
approachthatthernotivationalstateoftheanimald.rives
its behaviour. This approach is taken in the present study

in which energy expenditure of ad'ult non-reproducing

redsquirrels(Tamiasciurushud.sonicus)rret¿in}arge
outdoor enclosures fully exposed' to natural climatic

con,litions in southern Manitoba is examined'

The range of this smalr rodent extends approximately to

thenortherned.geofthesubarctictaiga(seeHaIlarrd
Kelson tg59), It is semi-arboreal' remaining active in

the supranivean environment ín winter, except during severe

cold (see Pruitt and Lucier Lg5B)' Year-round activity in

northtemperateand.subarcticpartsofitsrangeimplies
thatitiswel].ad.apted'toSeverewinterco}dandlarge
seasonaltemperaturef}uctuation.Withtheexceptionofthe
northern flying squirrel' it is the smallest mammal that

remaíns active above the surface of the snow in winter'

and thus faces, along with the northeru flying squirrel'

thegreatestpotentialco}d.stressofallborealandnorth
temPerate mammals'

Theredsquirrela¡dothersmallmammalscanreduce
or avoid cold stress by selecting and'/ot constructing

microhabitats with favourable thermal environments relative

to the macroenvironment' However' the degree of protection

offered by these mj-crohabitats and, more importantly' the

theextentofbehaviouralad.justmentfortheireffective
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useisnotgenerallywellknown,ej.therintheredsquirrel'
or in other small mammals. These factors, along with

seasonal physíological change ' wrll largely d'etermine the

effect of seasonal temperature change on daily energy

expenditure.

Theworkinghypothesisofthisstud.yisthat,inspite

oflargeseasonaltemperaturecharrgeinthemacroenvironment'

seasona]-changeindailyenergyrequirementsisred.ucedor
entirely avoided by the red' squirrel through seasonal

anÔ'/ortemperaturemod.ulated.behaviouraladjustments

augmented by seasonal physiological change. This hy¡rothesis

was examined by monitoring over à L-year cycle daily use

of the nest, locomotor activity (Part I), and body temperature

(PartlI).Additionally,seasonalchangeintotalthermal

cond.uctance and' basa} metabolic rate, Í.nsulative ef f ectiveness

of the nest, and the energy cost of locomotion were

examined (Part III) ' Following a valid'ation stud'y (Part IV) 
'

heart.ratetelemetrywasused.toestimatedailyenergy

expend.iture at various air temperatures d'uring a l-year

cyc}earldeva}uatethecombined.effectofbehavioraland.
physiological ad-aptations on d'aily energy expenditure '



PART I

Behavioural Strategies Relevant to the Energy

Economy of the Red Squirrel (Tamiasciurus

hud sonicus )



INTRODUCTTON

The range of the red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hud'sonicus)

extend-sapproximatelytothenortherned.geofthesubarctic
taiga ( see HaIl and' Kelson tgsg) ' It remains active in

the supranivean environment in winter, except during severe

cold(seePruittandLuciertgs}),Year-round.activityin
north temperate and subarctic parts of its range implies

that it is well adapted to severe winter cold and' Iarge

seasonal temperature fluctuation'

Typical adaptations of small mammals in cold environ-

ments includ-e seasonal change in bod'y temperature

(hibernation) ' capacity for non-shivering thermogenesis '

andpeltinsulation,aswellasbehaviourwhichred'uces
theimpactofthemacroenvironmentontheanimal,However'
the red squirrel is not known to hibernate; it appears to

haveabod.ytemperaturewhichisunusuatlyhighfora
mammal (Irving and Krog L95+; Morrison 1962; Grodzinski I9?I)l

its sma1l size (approx ' 2oO-300 g) Iimits insulative

adaptation and Ïrving et aI ' (L955) report no seasonal

change in insulation' It is probably capable of art

ad.equatemetabolicresponsetomostofthetemperaturesin
its macroenvironment (see Ïrving et aI !955) ' but where

energyresourcesare}imited,thisislessadaptivethan
behavioural responses, which are usually energetically less

c ostlY.
Ttisnotclearwhetherthevirtualcessationof
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supranivean activity at -32oC by the red squirrel in

Alaska (Pruitt and l'ucier t95B) a¡d the reduction in

supranivean activity with d'ecreasing ternperature in

northern Alberta (Zirul a¡d' Fuller L97L) represent a

shift to subnivean activity as implied- by Zirul and'

Fuller, or simply a reduction a¡rd cessation of aII

activity. rn either case, it does appear from these

stud.iesthatadaptivebehaviourisanimportantaspectof
theredsquirrel'sad'aptationtothetemperatureextremes
of its environment' For this reason' and because of the

paucity of definitive and quantitative data on the

behavioural responses of this species to temperature ' a

study was done of several aspects of behaviour relevant to

the energy economy of the red squirrel'

Thestud.ywasd.onewithanima}sheld.outdoorsinlarge

wire mesh encrosures in red squirrel habitat in order to

permitd.etailed,andaccuratemeasurementofactivitywhile

avoid.ingSomeoftheartificialitiesofthe}aboratory
environment.



I

MATERIAI,,S AND IVETHODS

A.nirnal Care

The animals were live-trapped in the vicinity of

Winnipeg ( 5Oo O6, N ; 9Bo2O'llrl), and placed individually in

I of 10 adjacent wire mesh enclosures (Bo x loo x 300 cm)'

Thesepenswerelocatedinnaturalredsquirrelhabitat;
theyweresurrounrledand.partia}lyshad.ed.bytrees.Each

contained a plywood nest box (inside dimensions 15 x L5 x

x 20 cm), insulated at the top and' sides with 5 cm of

Styrofoam.Thebottomofthenestboxconsistedofwire
meshalrld5cmoffibrewoolinsulationtopermitadequate
ventilation. The nesting materiat provided was used by

theanimalsforbuitdingnestsintheboxes.Treelimbs
were arranged as shown in Fig' 1 in each pen to allow for

normal activity by the red squirrel, a semi-arboreal animal.

Teklad, rat and mouse d'iet (fettaO MilIs' Ttlinfield'' Iowa)

was supplied ad libitum, and supplemented with 50 s *"ek-1

ofsunflowerseeds.Water'crushedice'orpotatoeswere
providedduringtimeswhentheanimalshadnoaccessto

snow.

Activitv Measurement

Activityand.timeoutofthenestwererecordedfor
6 to 10 days per month over a !-yeat period ' A maximum

ofloind.ividua}swerestud.ied.atanyonetime.Afterl0
months, one animal died and' one escaped'' They were replaced
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Figure 7z Side view of a pen showing the arrangement

of tree limbs, treadle locations (fr-fr), feeding

station (F.S. ), nest box (N.9. ), air temperature probe

(,P,), black bulb temperature probe (P¡U), nest temperature

probe ( Prr) .
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by new individuals. The remaining eight animals were

used throughout the stud'y period'

The equipment for recording locomotor activity

consisted of five treadles with microswitches per enclosure '

connectedtoanEsterlineAnguseventrecorderlocatedin
ahutadjacenttothepens.Thearrangementoftreadlesis
showninFig.l.Depressionoftreadlesbyactiveanimals
resulted in a mark on the recording paper run at a speed

of 15,2 cm h-1. At this speed., a maximum of f marks min-1

couldberesolved..Whenevertwoormoreactivitymarks
werenotclearlyd.istinguishable'anestimateoftheminimum
number of marks was made' Activity' in this study' has

beenexpressed.inunits,whereaunitofactivityrefers
to a single tread'Ie depressj-on or mark on the chart paper'

Nesttemperature'recordedatlO-minintervals'wasusedto
determine whether a movement through the nest entrance'

recorded- by the event record'er' was a movement out of or

into the nest. From these d'ata' time out of the nest was

calculated for each animal'

Mete orological Measurements

Air temperature' black br¡lb temperature' and nest

temperature were recorded with a model GB20 Grant

Recorder (Gra¡t Instruments' Cambridge' England)' The

locationsofatltemperatureprobesareshowninFig'1'
Air temperature was measured by a probe suspend'ed' in a

well-ventilatedboxl]Ocmabovetheground'adjacentto
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the Pens.

Black bulb temperature was measured because it is a

functionofairtemperature,windspeed,andincid"ent
thermal rad.iation (Pereira et aI 196?) ' f actors ' which

inconjunctionwithhumidity,d.efinethethermalenvironment
of an animal (Porter and Gates Lg69) ' Wind' speed' time

of sunrise and sunset ' and number of hours of bright

sunshine, obtained from the winnipeg Branch of the

AtrnosphericEnvironmentService'wererecordedl3kmfrom

the studY site.

lreatrnent of Data

Todeterminepossibleseasonalchangesinactivity'

rnonthly means of total rocomotor activity, time out of the

nest,and.intensityoflocomotoractivitywerecalculated.
The number of ]ocomotor activity units was obtained for

each ind-ividual f or a Zt+-h period ' and the calculated

average designated as daily mean' The average of daily

means was taken as the monthly mean. Data for time out of

thenestweretreated.sirnilar}y.Intensityoflocomotor
activitywasd.erivedbydividinglocomotoractivityunits
ina}l+-hperiodbytimeoutofthenestduringtheSajne
timeinterval.Dai}yandmonthlymeanswereob.bained.by
the aforementioned rnethod'

Tod.eterminethe2+-nactivitypatternofeachanímal
on each day, the number of activity units in each hour

was calculated as a percentage of the total over the 2l+ h
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forthatarrimal.Themeanpatternofallanimalsforeach

day was calculated from these values' Monthly means were

calculated from the dailY mearts '

correlations between meal'I daily loeomotor activity'

meandailytimeoutofthenest'meandailyintensityof

activity and the meteorological variables, d'efined below'

were examined:

t,Variableswhichareameasureofthecurrentthermal
environment:

= Mean daily air temperature (mean of hourly

temperatures).

= Mean daytime black butb temperature

(mean of hourly recordings between

sunrise and sunset) '

S = Percentage of time between sunrise and'

sunset with bright sunshine '

I^l = Mean daily wind speed. (rnean of hourly

wind speeds).

2, Variables which are a measure of the immed'iate

thermal historY of the animal:

T ^ = Mea¡ air temperature of the day prior to
a"- t

the day for which activity was determined'

î = Meart air temperature of the week prior to
w

the day for which activity was measured'

3, Variables which are a measure of cyclical seasonal

changes:

Í=Norrnalclailymeanairtemperature(mea-rrn

T a

ñ
'bb
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of the mean daily air temperatures of the

years 7B?2't9?3).

I=Timeintervalbetweensunriseandsunset.
correlation analysis indicated that variation in air

temperature could account for much of the observed variation

of activity. Multiple regression analysis was used to see

whether the remaining meteorological factors could account

for some of the residual variation in activity. The set

of meteorological varj-ables which best accounts for the

variability in activity was selected' by the "step-up

method" (Snedecor arrd Cochran 796?) ' A variable was

includ.ed- in this set only if its partial regression

coefficientwassignificantattheg5/,Level,Becauseof
the high intercorrelation between temperature variables '

the d.iff erence betweer lu. and each of the other temperature

variableswasusedintheanalysis.Thesedifferences
are meaningful quantities as the variable tf* - ftl

isameasureofthecombinedthermaleffectsofwind.
and thermal radiation (Pereira et aL 1967) ' (î*-f - ît)

and {f* - fr) are a measure of the d'eviations of the immediate

thermalhistoryofthearrima}fromthecurrenttherma}
environment, and (Tn - Ta) is a measure of the deviation

ofthecurrentfromtheexpected.norma}temperature.
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RESITLTS

T,ocomotor activity' and time out of the nest

increased, markedry between February and July and then

d'eclinedtobecomeminj.malinJanuary(Fis,2),Theannual
cycles in locomotor activity and time out of the nest

closely parallelled' the temperature cycle ' but they were

slightly out of phase with the photoperiod cycle '

TheintensityofactivityincreasedduringApriland.
M^y,d.id.notchangesignificantlybetweenMayandNovember'

and declined in December' Between May a¡d' November the

amountoflocomotoractivitywasd.irect}yproportionalto
time out of the nest'

Mean daily activity patterns for each month (FiS' 3)

demonstratetheredsquirre}inihisareã-isprimarily
ad.iurnalmammal.Howeversomenocturna}activityoccurred
al,alltimesoftheyear.Ind.ivíd.ua}record'sind.icated'that
an animal would be active once or several times during

Somenights,andremaininactived'uringothernigh-bs.
Nocturnal excursions out of the nest were usually 10 min

orlessind.uration,withverylittlelocomotoractivity.
Seasonalchangeswereevid.entinthepatternofdaily

activity (Fig. 3). In spring and sunmer (April to August) '

thepatternwasbimod.alwithmorningandeveningpeaks.In
fatlandearlywinter(SeptembertoDecemuer),activity
was equally distributed throughout the daylight period' rn

late winter (January to lvlarch) ' a short period' of activity
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Figure 2. Annua1 cycles in photoperiod, temperature,

and activity, Vertical lines represent range of

daily mea-ns and. horizontal marks 95% eonfidence

interval-s. Number of days of activity recorded per

month varies from / to t2; mean number of animals

recorded per day vari-es from 6.8 to 10.
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atsunrisewasfol}owed.byaqui.escehtperiod,withe-
greater proportion of the day's activity occurring around

midd.ay than at other times of the year'

ïndividual records showed that a¡rimals never failed

to become active during the day. From January to August'

activity usually began between sunrise and t h before

sunrise, From september to December, activity generally

began earlier, in some instances as early as 2 h before

sunrise. The time of cessation of activity was more

variable, usually occurring between I h before a¡d 2 h

after sunset in summer, and I h before and 0,5 h after

sunset in winter. Activity usually became sporadic in the

last hours before sunset, with animals leaving the nest

for a few minutes at 0,5 to 1-h intervals '

Thelogarithmsofmeandailylocomotoractivity,time
out of the nest, and intensity of activity, show a

positive linear correlation with air temperature (Fig' 4)'

Much variability and some apparent departure from linearity

in the data, particular}y for intensity of activity'

suggest that other variables may affect activity'

correlations of activity with meteorological variables are

shown in Table L,

Multipleregressionanalysessuggestthat,following
meandailyairtemperature,windwasthenextmost
signifieant factor affecting time out of the nest, while

photoperiod. was the next most important factor affecting

amount a¡d intensity of activity (Table 2), Mean daily
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Tabte t, conf i-dence intervars G5/') {of the qquare of the

ãã""ãr"tior, "åläiTiãrãüiÍr.l#l:t- 
activitv and meteororog-

Independent
Variable

T a
mtbb

T4a-l
T

w

Tn
T

Þ

fr'

loe A
(n ="116)

Dependent Variable

o ,??B-0. BB5

o ,? 16-0. BBtl

o. Z6o-0. B7B

o,799-0,899

o ,669-0 ,826

o,L5L-O,t+26

Ioe t
(n ="116)

0. BB4-0 .9Ltj

o. BB4-o ,91+3

o.821-o ,9tO

o.834-o ,9LB

o.801-0 .901

o. 1go-o .468

Note ? ---, not significant at the
Á, 

-io"o*otor activltY; t' time out
ï; ini""síty of rocomotor activity;
as defined in text'

log I
(n =-tL6)

o . 52? -o .647

0.386-o .6)8

o ,+87 -o ,71,2

o ,531-0 ,7+I

o.3?3-0.629

o. 047-o .z]t

0.000-o ,126

9J/" LeveLi
of nest;
other sYmbols

F
\o
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Table 2, Multiple regressaons
on meteorological

of activitY vari-ables
variables

Iog A log t log I

At 3,227

Ta
o,oL+?

25,6
83.8

L
-0.0012
? .69
+,!

T .E-wa-
0,022

5,70
2,7

tt6
363
o,go7

2'5117

T a
0.019

37.o
97,B

-o,oo52
3.58
0.8

m-rF-w a
o. oo38

2.ZB
0,3

!L6
I+92

o.930

0,779

Fa
o. 028

18. 1

59,1

L
-0.0012
g ,IB
n,+

T -T-w
o. 016

5,06
<o

tt6
L07

0,?9t+

Yt"L

b1

t1
t1

bz
! uz

uz

n
F

2r

hIxz

*3
o3
rj
uj

Note: A, Iocomotor activityt ti til:-?tt
of nest; r, il;;;iiy or }ócomotor activitv;
i;, ";ñ; ' 

"oÃåtät';-ñ-ii't" 
multiple regression;

X;, the independ'ent meteorological variables

for each regression; bi' slopet tio t-value

for b,; v: ' percent variability due to Xt;

"2, 
*å,--ini. correration co-efficient; other

symbols as in text'
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air temperature of the preceed'ing week was the least

significant factor affecting each activity variabíe.

From extensive observation it appeared that the

posture the anirnals typically assumed while resting outside

thenestd.epend'ed.onenvironmentalcond.itions.During

cold weather' a rtearly spherical shape was generally

assumed as the animals sat on their hindlimbs with

forelj-mbs fold.ed- against the chest and tail folded against

theback.Duringhotweatherthebod.ywasfrequently
extend.edalongthelimbofatree,withthetailextend.ed
behind the body or hanging down. At intermed'iate temperatures '

intermediate postures were usually assumed ' The spherical

shapewassometimesmaintained,butwíththetailextended'
orthebod.ywasextend.ed'butthetaílfoId'ed.againstthe
back. 0n cold, windy d'ays' the back' with the tail folded

againstit,wasfrequentlyd'irectedagainstthewind''0n
cold.sunnyd.ays,a¡imalstend'ed.todirectthesid.eofthe
body toward the sun'
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DISCUSSION

The energy required' for thermoregulation by the red

squirrelishighlytemperatured.epend-entattemperatures
below about zoo} (Irving et aI' tgsil ' The large annual

fluctuationsindailymeantemperatureofsubarcticartd
northtemperateregionscould.potentiallyforcelarge
variationsindailyenergyexpend.itureonthisspecies.
Thisstud.ypresentsevid.encethatternperature-modulated

behavj_our can partiarty, if not entirely, uncoupre daily

energy expenditure from temperature ' Reduced locomotor

activity, Iess time out of the nest' reduced intensity

of activity, postural changes' and' a shift in activity

towarmerhoursoftheday,allcontributetored.ucing
energy expenditure at low temperatures '

From February to July the index of total daily

locomotor activity increased by a factor of about 40

(Fis,2),Based'onthefindingthatthenetenergycost
of running is a function of distance run and is independent

of speed. (sctrmi¿t-Nielson tg?z), it appears likely the

energyusedforlocomotionwasred.uced.byafactorofabout
4o during the cold-est month. The habit of the red squirrel

ofcachingfood.inthevicinityofthenesteliminatesthe
need for foraging during cold weather' thus permitting a

large reduction in locomotor activity'

Furtherrnore'arebud.getingofenerg.yexpenditure

appearstooccur,becausewhi}ethermoregulatoryenergy
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requirements increase with d'ecreasing temperature' the

energy used for locomotion d'ecreases' Alternatively' bV

increased use of the nest at }ow ternperatures (Fis. 4B) trre

animalmightcircumventasubstantialincreaseindaily
energyexpend.itureforthermoregulation,becausetheenergy
requiredforthermoregu}ationinthenestwhentheoutside
temperature is -¡OoC approaches the basal level of energy

expend.iture,whi}eatthesalnetemperaturetheenergy
required for thermoregulation at rest without a nest is

2,8-3,?timesthebasallevel(SectionfII)'Thestrong
correlation between time out of the nest and temperature

suggests precise behavioural regulation of the energy used-

for thermoregulation'

In addition to a d'ecrease in time out of the nest

withd.ecreasi-ngtemperature'therewasared.uctioninthe
intensity of activity (Fig. 4C). This implies proportion-

atelymoreofthetimeoutofthenestisspentatrest'
makingpossib}emoreeffectiveuseofposturaladjustments'
by which the animal can red'uce exposed' surface area'

improveinsulation,arrd.makemostefficientuseofits
tail as a windbreak'

Itcanbeassumedthatthelevelofactivityonthe
coldest days of the year most closely approaches the

minimum level for maintenance ' It is then apparent that

the squirrels in this study did not minimize activity and

thereby energy expenditure throughout the winter months

(see Figs. 2 and l+) as might be expected'' The following
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hypothesis is developed' to account for the observation

thatactivitylevelappearstobeafunctionoftemperature
(Fig. 4).

Smith (1968) tists the major activities of the red

squirrel as feeding, food gathering' territorial defense'

predator defense, sexual play' grooming' and gathering

nest materia-Is. How an animal partitions its time among

these activities wil} depend, among other factors, on its

physiological state, season, time of day, population size'

and-predatord.ensity.Regard.lessofhowtimeispartitioned
arnong these activities' it appears from this study that

thetotalactivitylevelisat}eastpartiallyd.etermined
bytemperature.Thefol}owlngcost-benefitmodelind.icates
whyatemperature-d.epend.entactivitylevelisanadaptive
behavioural response for the red squirrel

Associated' with any type of activity are both costs

arrd.benefits.Severalfactorscontributetothecostof
a given activity' The specific cost factors involved

may d.epend on the type of activity' but a cost factor

conmon to most, if not all activity, is the energy cost.

This cost j-ncludes not only the energ-y needed for the

actívity per se, but also the energy need'ed for thermo-

regulation.Itisassumed'thecostofeach'additional
unitofactivity,thaiis'theincrementalcost'wil}be
the same âs, or greater than the preceeding unit of activity'

andduringmostoftheyearwilldepend.ontemperature.
The energy cost of activity is ultimately a cost in
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fitness, that is, the probability of survival artd

reproduction. Although the shape of the cost curve is

notknown,itwillhaveeitherã-ze?oorapositiveslope
(Fie , 5) .

Thespecificbenefitsassociated.withanyactivity
wil} also depend on many factors; however' it is assumed

that at levels of activity above some minimum the

incrementalbenefitd-erived'fromeachunitofactivity
will, be less than from the preceed.ing unit, i.e. there wilr

be ,,diminishing returns". It is likely that the benefit

curve is less dependent on temperature than the cost curve

for most activities, and may be entirely independent of

temperatureforSome.Thebenefitgainedfromanactivity
isalsoultimatelyabenefitintermsoffrtness.Again
the exact shape of this curve is not known but it will

have a negative sloPe (Fig' 5) '

Theoptimallevelofactivityisthelevelatwhich
cost a¡d benefit curves intersect (Ai in Fig' 5) ' because

for each activity increment up to this level a net

benefit is derived, while for each activity increment

above this level, a net cost is incurred ' An animal

maximizes its fitness by engaging in the optimal level

of activity, which will decrease with decreasing temperature

(rig. 51

If ternperature-d'ependent activity level evolved as

of the factors discussed, it would have a genetic

could persist in captivity even though the

a

a result
basis and
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immediate stimuli which orient a¡d direct activity rnay be

absent or altered.

According to this hypothesis temperature is the

ultimatecauseoftheannualactívitycycle.Itdoesnot
followthattemperaturemustalsobetheproximatecause.
There may be other environmental factors which determine

activity feve}, either d.irectly, of ind.irectly by entraining

an end-ogenous oscillator. Photoperiod has been impticated

astheenvironmentalentrainingagentinmoststudiesof
endogenouscycles.Ïtseemshightyunlikely'however'that
the observed annual activity cycre is an endogenous cycle

entrainedbyphotoperiod'becausethetwocyclesareoutof
phasewithoneanotherarrd'correlationsbetweenthemare

poor (Table 1). However, a d.elayed response of activity to

photoperiod-would.bringtheactivityand.temperaturecycles

intophaseandwould.accountforthephaserelationship
and.poorcorrelationbetweenphotoperiod.and.activity.If
this argument is correct a close coffelation should exist

betweenactivityand'd.aitynormaltemperature,themost
probabletemperaturetobeexpected'onthatday.Instead'
the strongest correlations occur between activity and those

variablesthatmeasured.aytodaytemperaturechange'

implying that temperature is the immediate ' as we]I as

ultímatefactordeterminingthe}evelofactivity.
Ithasbeenproposed'inthissectionthattemperature

inf}uencesactivityleve}byaffectingtheenergeticcost
of activity. However, wind. can also affect the energetic
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cost of activityr ãs it increases the rate of heat loss

from animal to environment (Lenz and Hart 1960; Neil 79?6)'

Thus, the slight though signifícant effect of wind on

activity level is consj-stent with this hypothesis,

The fact that temperature affects time out of the nest

more strongly than either the amount or intensity of

locomotor activity, accounting for !1.8 vs. 83.B a¡d 59,I%

of the variability, a¡d. the fact that wind. affects time out

of the nest but not locomotor activity, Iend support to the

above hypothesis, as the energy cost of being out of the

nest witl be more strongly affected by low temperature and'

wind tha¡ the energy cost of }ocomotion.

The biological significance of the stight, though

statistically significant, effect of photoperiod on the

amount and intensity of daity locomotor activity is not

clear. It may indicate an endogenous component in the

annual activity cycle or a direct êffect of photoperiod

on activity.
The finding that mean temperature of the preceding

week affects activity on a gíven day suggests changes in

activity level do not occur immed.iately with changes in

temperature, An apparent consequence of this delayed

response is that activity does not increase during a

brief warm period, in winter or d.ecrease during a brief

cool period. in summer as much as would be expected on the

basis of temperature. Thereby, the animal avoids squand'ering

its timited energy reserves in winter. A continued high
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level of activity during cool period's in summer is probably

adaptive, because territorial defense, foraging, food

caching,andreproductiveactivitycontributemoreto
survíval than energy conservation'

Manyofthebehaviouralresponsestotemperatureof

the captive animals used in this study have been reported

and appear qualitatively similar in free-ranging red

squirrels. The observation that red squirrels rest ín

locations exposed to the sun during favourable weather in

November and April (Layne Lgs+; Smith 1968) suggests

that they respond behaviourally to take advantage of solar

radiation. A shift in activity to mid-day in winter has

been reported both in A1aska (Irving et aI L955) and New

York (T,ayne LgsÐ, A reduction or complete cessation of

activity during severe cold has been reported by Dice (t92t) 
'

Hatt (tgzg), Hamilton (tg3Ð, Pruitt and l'ucier (t958) 
'

ZiruL and FuIIer (tg?L), and has been interpreted by some of

theseauthorsaSashiftfromsupraniveantosubnivean
activity. A graded actívity level in response to temperature

inthered.squirrelaswasobservedinthísstudyhasnot
been reported, although the data of zirul and Fuller (L9?L)

and Pruitt and. l,ucier (tgs}) tend themselves to this

interPretation.
Similar behavioural responses to temperature have

beenreported.inothertreesquirrels.Ashiftofactivity
to mid-d.ay was observed d'uring the winter in the fox

squirrel (Hicks tg+g) a.t1d the gray squirrel (Thompson L9??)'
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Brown and Yeager (Lg45) observed reduced activity in both

gray ald fox squirrels d'uring cold weather' According to

AIIa¡ (IgLl|) tfre reduction in activity occurred in fox

squirrels even when in or approaching a period of oestrus '

A graded activity level in response to temperature was

observed in the southern frying squirrer (Muul 1'968) '

Irùinter track count data presented by Pultianen (L9?3)

indicate declining activity from November to mid-winter

followed.byincreasingactivityfrommid.-wintertoApril
in the red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) of northeastern

Lapland.

Theresuttsofthisstud.yareinapparentcontradiction
with resurts obtained by clarkson and Ferguson (r9?2) with

red.squirrelsinthelaboratory,whereactivityincreased
with decreasing temperature' However' as pointed out by

the authors, the artificiality of the laboratory environment

precludes a direct comparison of their results with the

behaviourofthered'squirrelinitsnaturalenvironment.
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PART II

Bod.y Temperature Dynamics of the Red Squirrel-

(Tamiasciurus hudsonicus); Adaptations for

EnergY Conservation
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INTRODUCTION

small end.otherms in cold. environments face potentially

highratesofheatlossarrd.excessiveenergyexpend.iture
fortemperatureregu}ationd.uetotheirlargesurfacearea
relative to body volume and limited pelage insulation'

previous results ind"icate that temperature-modulated

behaviour is an important energ'y conserving adaptation of

the red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) in Malitoba

(Pauls I9?B; Part I). However' it is likely the red

squirre}isalsoad.apted.physiologicallytoseasonalcold.
Thissectionexaminestheassumptionthatthered

squirrel, although not known to hibernate or enter torpor'

has evdlved body temperature adaptations for energy

conservation in the cold, The tirnited' data on body temp-

erature available for this specíes (Irving and' Krog t954;

Morrj.sont962;Grod.zinskiLg?t)havebeenobtainedfrom

freshly-killed animals or from animals in the laboratory

and.maynotind.icatenorma}bod.ytemperatureofundisturbed

animals. Furthermore,'the extent of seasonal' daily'

and short term variability in body temperature of

thisspeciesisnotknown.Toobtainthisinformation
long-term abdominal temperature measurements of undisturbed

squirrels in a semi-natural environment were made by

radio-teIemetrY.
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MATERTAIS AND IWTHODS

Twofemalered.squirrelswereheld.ind'ividuallyin

large wire-mesh enclosures (80 x loo x 3oo cm) in a

natural red squirrel habitat' The enclosures were at

groundlevelarrd.containedtree}imbstoallowforarboreal
activity.Insu}ated'nestboxesand'nestingmaterialswere
provid.ed. Teklad rat and' mouse d'iet (textad Mills'

I¡linfield, Iowa) was supplied ad libiturn' and supplemented"

with 50 g week-l of sunflower seeds. vrlater, crushed ice,

or potatoes were provid'ed' during times when the animals

had, no access to snow' Further d-etail on animal care and

holding is Provid'ed' in Part I'

Temperature transmitters (modeI V' Minimitter Co' 
'

lnc. , India¡apolis, Ind' ) ' 19 rnm in length' 12 mm in diarneter'

and.2,Ssinweightwereimp}antedintheabd.omina}cavity
of the squirrels under Nembutal anaesthesia (40-45 mg kg-1;

intraperitonealinjection).Atleastoneweekwasallowed'
forrecoverybeforedatawerecollected.Transmitters
were removed after 6 months ' the approximate }ife span

of the batteries, and replaced' with new transmitters ' Ïn

November, when the transrnitters were implanted ' the two

animalsweighed}L+BanÔ'263g,and.inApril,whenthey
were replaced, they weighed 2+2 a¡d 27L g'

Thesigna}receivedfromthetransmittersconsisted.

of clicks, The click rate varied almost linearly with the

temperature of the transrnitter from approximately 2'r-2'B
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--tclr-c*s sec over the temperature raflg e 35 to 42oC, with

some variability arnong tra¡smitters. Bef ore implantation

each tralsmitter was calibrated in a water bath' They

were sensitive to a temperature change of less than O 'zoc '

but the accuracy of absolute temperature values was limited

to the accuracy of the YSI telethermometer (model 43TD)

used for caribration. However, the sajne telethermometer

and. probe were used. for all calibrations, e}iminating

systematic error from this source from temperature

comparisons.

An average of 126 measurements per month (range =

25-292)weretakenofbod.ytemperature(Tb)d.uringall
monthsina!-yearperiod'exceptM"y'June'andJuly'A
Tomeasurementconsisted.ofarecord.ingofthetransmitter
signalonmagnetictape.Theserecord.ingswereobtained
overl-1-0period.spermonth,eachusua}lyextendingover
2+ h or longer, bv a sony FM/AM Cassette-corder (model

cF-l+ooA)activatedbyatimingd.evicefor:--2mLnat
hourly intervals. The tape was later played back and the

crick rate was deterrnined by timing 1oo clicks. Further

To measurements were taken in the saJIIe way directly from

theaud.iooutputofthereceiverd.uringvisualobservation
of the animals, made from an adjacent building through a

sma}lPlexigtassportho}e.Therewasnoindicationthat
theanimalswereawareoftheobserver.A}lTomeasurements
were made on the same two animals ' eliminatíng i-nter-animal

variability as a sollrce of error in rnaking comparisons.
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To checlc for calibration drift 3 of the + transmitters

thathad.beenirnplanted.wereremoved.fromthea¡imalsartd.

reca}ibrated-beforethebatterieswereexhausted.No
drift was detected.

Airtemperature(T")wasd.etermined.atthestud.ysite

with a model GB2O Grant temperature recorder (Grant

ïnstruments, Cambridge, England) tittea with a probe

suspendedinawe}I-venti}ated.boxt3ocmabovetheground-.
Body temperature measurements were mad'e at T" from -33 to

z}oc.

Bod.ytemperatured.ataforeachanimalweregrouped

according to time of day and air temperature (e'g' Table 1)'

Because inspection of these data did not suggest a¡y

substantial differences in TO between the two animals

and overall mearrs in TO differed by less than o'1oC' the

d.ataforthetwoanirnalswerepoo}edforthisand.subsequent
analYses "
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RESULTS

Values for To ranged from 35'g to 4t'4oC with ax

overalr mean of 38'so} (Table 1)' Fried'ma¡'s Test

(Gibbons 19?6), applied to the d'ata in Table I' shows

significant differences in mean TO measured at different

times of the day and different T" (p< o'ot for both)'

Mean TO was higher during the d'ay than at night and'

increased with increasing Ta up to approximately TOoC '

Body temperature was usually higher tha¡ 3goc when

an animal was outside the nest during the d'ay and lower

tha¡ 3goc when it was insid'e during the night (Fie' 1)'

BothinsideandoutsidethenestmeanTovaried'withT"'
but the relationship between TO and- T" d'iffered' in several

respects in the two situations' Mean TO of animals

outsidethenestduringtheday(Fie.1A)showed.aslight
positivecorrelationwithT"atenvironmentaltemperatures
below tso| and a stronger negati-ve correlation above this

ternperature.MearrToofanirnalsinsidethenestatnight
(Fig. 18) showed a strong positive correlation with T" at

a}lenvj.ronmenta}temperatures.TheregressionofToon
TbelowtsocinFig'lAd.ifferssignificantly(P<0.01)a

inbothslopeand.e}evatj-onfromtheregressioninFig.lB
(analysis of variance; Sned.ecor and Cochra¡ 196?), A}though

thebreakintheregression(Fig.1A)wassetarbitrarily
at lsoC, a

decline in
brea-Ic is justified' because of the pronounced'

mean To at a T" of about I5oC and' because mean
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values are based' on large nulnbers of measurements '

Abdominal temperature increased to approxirnately

Sgocbeforetheanimalsleftthenest(Fie,2),This
increase was ind'epend-ent of the initial TO in the nest

which varied with Tr' Mean TO measured within +1 min of

leaving the nest was 3g'2 + O't4oC (+f SE; range = 38'6 Lo

)g.goc¡ n = 4) at T" from þ.6 to t4.BoC, artd 31'-g + O'1ooc

(+1 sE; rarlge = 38,;-3g't+oc; n = ll) at T. from -t? to -31-oc

with one exception' In this incid'ent the squirrel left

the nest when its To was 3? ,zoc; however, it remained

motionless at the nest entrartce for 1? min while TO rose

to 3B.BoC. inlhen resting TO was low as al }ow T"' the

increaseinTowassometimesinitiatedaSlongas6omin
beforetheanimal}eftthenest.ulithahigherresting
TO the tirne used' in raising TO was shorter ' Af ter

leaving the nest, a squirrel usually remained motionless

at the nest entrance while TO continued to rise ' Body

temperature rose to a mean value of about tvo 'ZoC at both

high and }ow T".

Severalaspectsoftemperatureregulationnotevid.ent

in pooled data are seen in continuous records of TO of

ind.ivid.ua}arrimalsbasedonrecord-ingsat5minintervals
(e.g. Figs. 3 and 4)' At low Tr' a }ow To was maintained

whiletheanimalwasrestinginthenestd-uringthedayas
we}laSatnight.ThetransitionfromthehighToduring
activity to the low TO during rest in the nest was

frequent}ymarkedbyarapid.d.eclineinTobeginningbefore
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the a¡imal entered the nest (Figs ' 3A and 4) ' During

activity TO fluctuated' rapid'ly both j-n summer and winter

(Fig . 3), From vísua1 observation it appeared' fluctuations

in To parallelled changes in intensity of activity' ltlhen

animars were at rest for extended periods of time outside

the nest To tended to fluctuate around approximately 3goc,

as for example in Fig ' 3B' where the animal was at rest

formostoftheafternoon.Thiswaspossiblyduetothe
high Tu. During i-ntense activity To as high as 41'4oc were

recorded. In the winter the animals constructed' tunnels in

the snow, Entry into a tunnel was followed' almost invariably

by a rapid decline in To (Fig' 4)' Upon emergence from

the tunne], Tb rose again except when the animal was about

to enter the nest,
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DISCUSSION

Some, and possibly most of the variabilitV in To

ofthered-squirrelisrelated.toambienttemperatureand
activity.Itisnotbelieved.toresultfromaninabilityof
the red squirrel to maintain a precise TO but rather to be

an adaptation for energy conservation'

Differentselectionpressureshaveprobablybeen

actingontheanimalinsid.ethanoutsid.ethenestto
deterrnine optimu* Tb, and these have resulted' in the

evolution of different "set points" about which body

temperature is regulated in the two situations' Inside

thenestared.uced.Tomaybead'vantageousbecauseofthe

red-uctioninheat}osstotheenvironmentduetoalower
temperature gradient from animal to environment' At low

T the red squirrel spend's a major portion of the day in
a

the nest (Part 1) and this small red'uction in TO may

result in a significant reduction in daily energy

e:çend.iture.Theobservationthatthed'epressionofT¡
isgreatestatlowT'supportsthesuggestionthattheneed
for energy conservation is a factor in determining optimum

Tointhenest.Outsidethenestitwou}d.appearthe
selectivevalueofenergyconservationresultingfroma
lowerToisoutweighed.byotherfactors.Thered'squirre}'
becauseofitsnoisyvocalizations'diurnalhabit'and
a.rborealaetivity,ishighlynoticeabletopredators.It
appearstodependlessonconcealmentthanonescapeto
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avoid pred-ation. Escape in an arboreal environment' as

wel} as arboreal activity per se, will be aided by rapid

and highly co-ordinated motor activity and' these are probably

enhanced. by an i-ncrease in TO above the resting level'

BecauselittletimeisspentoutsidethenestatlowT'
(?artI),thead.d-itionalenergyrequiredonadailybasis
forthermoregulationasaresultoftheincreasedTuwill
be slight.

Therateatwhichtheincreasefromrestingtoactive
T. occurs is a function of the amount by which the rate

D

ofmetabolicheatprod.uctionexceedstherateofheatloss.
AtlowT*therateofheatlossintherelative}ymod.erate
thermal environment of the nest is much lower than it

would be outside the nest (Part lII) permitting either

a more rapid ir,crease in TO or an íncrease with a lower

metabolicrate.ByraisingTobefore}eavingthenestartd
remainingatthenestentranceforashorttimewhi}eT¡
conti.nuestorisethered'squirrelavoid.sexposureto
predationwhileitsabi}itytoescapeisprobablylessthart
optimal. This would' be particularly important at low T"

whenthemetabolicraterequired.forthermoregulationmay

approach the metabolic capacity of the animat and the

rate of increase in TO outside the nest would be very

s}ow.Itisofinterestthatthemuskratalsoraises
To Prior to leaving its }od.ge (MacArther I9??) , Thus,

this feature of temperature regulation is not pecuriar to

the red squirrel andmay by a feature of temperature
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regulatj-on in other small mammals'

ThevariationofTowithintensityofactivityoutside
the nest probably accounts for much of the observed

variability of To about the regression of To on T" (Fig' 1A)'

Furtherrnore, this varj-ation of TO with intensity of activity

alongwiththecorrelationbetweenintensityofactivity
and- T" (Part 1) probably accounts for the correlation

between TO and- T" at Tr less than tSoC' The reduction of

To at T, greater than t5oc may also result from a decrease

inactivity,oralternatively'ßâYreflectashiftinthe
,,set point" (Hamme1 et al. t9Ø) for temperature regulation'

such a shift would probably be ad.aptive for the red squiffel

as at high ambient temperature TO could' rapid'Iy ríse to

tethal levels during the intense activity associated with

territorial defense or escape from a predator. A reduced

initialTowi}lincreasethepossibled-urationofintense
activity. A similar adaptive function has been proposed-

for the decline in rectal temperature of Peromvscus

maniculatus with heat acclimation (Roberts and Chaffee

t9?6) .

The strong correlation between mean TO of an animal

inthenestand.Tacannotresultfromdifferencesin
activity, as the animal build.s a nest with a chamber just

largeenoughtoaccommod.ateitself,Ieavinglittleroom
for activity. It may be a consequence of change in

h¡rpothalamic "set point" temperature which may change

eitherseasona}lyorind.irectresponsetoT".However'
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an increased. thoracic-abdominar temperature difference

withdecreasingTaca¡notbeexclud.edasanalternative
exp}anationtoachangein''setpoint''and.overallbody
temperature. During rest in a postabsorptive state more

thermogenesis would' probably occur in the thoracic than

in the abdominal area as a result of cardiac and' pulmonary

activity.Consequentty,thoracictemperaturewouldtendto
be higher than abdominal temperature ' Red squirrels

possess brown ad.ipose tissue, apparently throughout adult

Iife(AleksiukIg?L),Thistissueislocatedrnainlyinthe
thoracic and cervical region in small mammals and has à

high thermogenic capacity (smitn a¡d Horowitz 1969) ' It

could.contributetoathoracic-abd.ominaltemperature
d.ifferenceat}owT'.4}ocalincreaseintemperature
adjacenttothistissuehasbeenobservedinthemuskrat
swimming in cold water (MacArthur L9??)'

Thehighermeand.ay-timeTorelativetomeannight-

timeTboftheredsquirrelistypica}ofd.iurnalrod.ents
(Hartry?r).AlthoughadaitycycleinToindependentof
activity cannot be excluded'' the observation that TO

decreases to approximately night-time levels when the

animal is in the nest during the day (Fig. 3A) suggests

thatmostofthisdielvariationinmeanToresultsfrom
its diurnal activity pattern (Part I) '

The rapid d'eclj-ne in TO during subnivean activity

isunexpected.asthesubniveanenvironmentusuallyhas
moremoderatetemperaturesthanthesupraniveanenvironment
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(Pruittrg5?)andoffersprotectionfromwind.This
response may be similar to the observed drop in TO when

cold'exposed.gz'ound.squirrelsaresud.d.enlysubjectedto

warm air (Morhardt and Molt Lg?s)' As suggested by these

authors, peripheral vasoconstriction' which permits

peripheratcoolingd.uringcoldexposure'maybesuddenly

relaxed upon entry into a warmer environment' The

subsequentinf}uxofperíphera}lycooledb}oodtothe
abdorninal area could account for the rapid' decline in To

bothduringsubniveanactivityand'uponentryintothenest.
Supporting the hypothesis of peripheral cooling is the

observation of low tail- temperatures in cold- exposed red

squirrels (MiIIer 196?),

That TO does not d'ecline during activity at low Tt

is surprising as a decline in TO during forced exercise

has been reported in several mammals (Hart and Heroux

1955; Hart and Jansky IgØ)' Possibly' the decline in

intensityofactivitywithd.ecreasin8Ta(PartI)isa
behavioural ad.aptation which permits successful thermo-

regulation during activity at low T*'

TopermitthoroughanddetailedmeasurementsoveraJ]

extend.ed.period.onlytwoarrimalswereusedinthisstudy
and.bothwerefemales.Consequently,itrnaybearguedthat
theresu}tsobtainedarenotrepresentative.However,
sinc"Tbd.ynamicsofthetwoanimalsweresimilarand
differences due to sex are generally smalr in rodents

(Hart LITI), it is held' a larger sample would yield
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combined ternperature-heart rate

in different individuals of the

4g

supported bY a subsequent'

telemetrY studY (Part V)

salne sPecies.
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PART IIÏ

EnergeticsoftheRedsquirrel:Al,aboratoryStudyof
the Effects of Temperature, seasonal Acclimatization' use

of the Nest, and Exercise
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INTRODUCTION

The red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hud.sonicus), over

most of its geographical range ' encounters severe

seasonalcold.whichtoasmallmammalispotentially

stressful d.ue to the close coupling between environmental

temperature and energy requirements ' Small- mammals

subjected to seasonal col-d have' in general' evolved

physiological and behavioural ad'aptations which enhance

their capability to maintain a high body temperature at

low environmental temperatures and reduce the energy

cost of doing so.

Behavioural adaptations of the red squirrel to

seasonal cold includ-e increased use of a nest and a

reduction in both amount and' intensity of locomotor

activity at low air temperatures (Part I). Physiological

adaptations include a seasonal change in resting body

temperature (Part II). surprisingly, Irving et al-.

(tg55) found no evidence of a seasonal change in overall

bod'y insulation. However, their sampte sizes were small'

their summer and winter acclimatized animals differed

consid,erably in weight, and they had difficulty obtaining

oxygen consumption measurements of animals at rest' In

apparentcontrad.ictiontotheirresults,peltinsu}ation
of red squirrels from the Northwest Territories, canada'

does show seasonal change (Hart L956) '

Forthesereasonsand.becauseresultswithAlaskan
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squirrelsmaynotapplytosquirre}sinsouthernMa¡itoba'
anexaminationofseasonalacclimatizationofthered
squirrel in this area was a rnajor objective of this part

of the studY.

Asecond.objectivewastoexaminethepotentialeffect
on energy balance of behavioural adaptations previously

described. (Part I). This required' measurement of oxygen

consumptionofred.squirrelsatrestinthenestandduring
exercise at low temperatures, ì.ãS :the combined' eff ect of

exercise a¡d cold on metabolic rate of rodents has not

yet been firmly established' ( see Hart L9?I) '
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MATERIA],S AND METHODS

Animals were collected. in southern Manitoba, transferred

immed.iatelytolargeoutd'oorenclosuresinthevicinityof
theUniversityofManitoba'Vrlinnipeg'a¡dheldthereuntil
usedforexperiments.Mored.etai}regard.ingho}ding
cond.itions is provid'ed' in Part I'

In all experiments, rate of oxygen consumption (üOZ)

wasdetermined.usingopenflowrespirometrictechniques

and a Beckrnan F-l oxygen anaLyzet' The analyzer was

calibrated.withd.ryairandanitrogen.oxygenmixtureof
knowncornposition.Thefractionaloxygencontent,measured
by the oxygen anaLyzet, of d'ried' outflow air from a

metabolismchambercontainingarlanimalwascontinuously

recorded by a strip-chart recorder (Fisrrer Recordall'

series 5000).

Metabolismchamberswerehousedinacontrolled-

environment room in which temperature could be regulated

to wíthin +1-.OoC down to -zOoC' Rates of air inflow'

measured with a Matheson model 603 ttowmeter' were about

3 -L a¡d tgzo cm3 min-1 (stp) tor resting and
720 cm- mrn

exercising ariimals, respectively' Inflowing air was not

dried for resting animals as exposure to dry air could have

beenstressful.Carbond.ioxidewasnotabsorbedfromthe
outflowing air before analysis of its oxygen content' The

resultingerrorinoxygenconsumption,âScalcu}atedfrom
thefractionaloxygenconcentrationofairflowingoutof
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the metabolj-sm chamber using equation 5 of Depocas and

Hart (Lg5?), is sufficiently low (see Append'ix I) ' consider-

ingtheobjectivesofthisstud.y,tojustifythesedepartures
from standard proced-ure' Unless otherwise stated ' iOz

measurements were made d'uring the day' the usual period of

activity for the red' squirrel' Air temperature (T") was

measuredinthemetabolismchamberexceptd.uringmeasurement

ofVo,ofanimalsinthenestwhenmeasurementofT"outside
thenestboxpermittedcalcu}ationofthecombinedthermal
cond.uctance of animal and' nest'

Measurement of Minimum vo, of summer- a'I]d' winter-acclimatized'

Animals

Five summer-acclímatized' ad'ults of both sexes 
'

weighingLgo-2?6e(mean=zz1+g)and12winter-acc}imatized

adults of both sexes' weighing I?6-3+Ll g (mea¡ = 23L e)

were used for VO, measurements ' These were carried out

betweenJune26and.JuIy15withSuÍ}mer-acclimatized

anirnals and between December 15 and' February 20 with

winter-acclimatized animals'

Summer-acclimatized animals were held in the

laboratory at zooc during the l-week experimental period'

hlinter-acclimatízed.arrimalswereheldinthelaboratoryat
75oC for a maximum of 2 consecutive days and- then returned

tooutd.oorhold.ingenclosuresforatleastJdaysbefore
beingused.again.I,engthofphotoperiod'inthe}aboratory
corresponded to the outd'oor photoperiod'
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MeasurementswithSummer-acclimatizedanima}swerefirst

made at 3OoC, and then at progressively colder T" by

intervals of approximately JoC down to -TOoC. The procedure

wasreversedformeasurementswithwinter-acc}imatized

animals. These different experimental and holding

proceduresforSunmer-and.winter-acclimatizedanimals

were used to minimize the effects of warm a¡d cold'

acclimationonwinter-arrd.summer.acclimatizedanima}s'

respective}y,whichcould.potentiallyoccurinthecourseof
the experiments. Measurements at 35oC were attempted last

withbothsummer-andwinter-acclimatizedanimalsartdwere
d.iscontinuedaftersevera}animalsappeared.heat-stressed.

The metabolism chamber consisted of a 1-gallon

W,5I) metal paint can with 2-3 em of wood shavings in

thebottom,fitted.withportsfor.airinflowarrdoutflow
and temperature measurement' Starting t h after the anímal

was placed in the metabolism chamber fractional concentration

ofoxygenintheoutlowairwasrecord.ed.continuouslyfor
at least 2 h, This procedure was sometimes repeated after

thetemperatureinthecontro}}ed.envj-ronmentroomwas

changed bY 5oC.

Rate of oxygen consumption d'uring the I?-min period

of lowest stable VO, was selected' as the minimum VO' at a

givenT*.Duetoinertia}characteristicsofthemeasuring
system, a stab}e recording of fractional oxygen concentration

in the outflow air was obtained, onry after the alimal had

maintained a resting VO, for approximately 12 mLn'
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Consequently, a measurement of resting VO, was obtained only

when an animal was relatively inactive for at least 24 mi-n'

I¡lhen this did not occur within the usual 2-h measuring period

it was extended- up to a maximum of 3 additional hours'

Food.wasremoved-fromhold.ingcages]-hbeforethe

animal was placed in the metabolism chamber and was not

available in the metabolism chamber ' As VO, was not

measuredd.uringthefirsthourafterananimalwasplaced
inthemetabolismchamberand"measurementsaltwoambient

temperaturesweresometimesmad.econsecutively,fasting

time was usua-Ily 2-? h' Fasting the animals until they

were in a post-absorptive state was not considered

desirablesincerestleSsnessind.ucedinsmallmammalsby
fastingmaycausegreatererrorinmeasurementofminirnum
restingVo,trranthecalorificactionoffood'whichfasting
is intend.ed to minimize (Heusner L97t) '

Routinerectaltemperaturemeasurementswerenotmade

before and. aftet ùOZ trials as these would have been

extremelydifficulttod.owiththered.squirrel.Further-
more,apreliminarybodytemperatureinvestigationusing
rad.iotelemetrycapsu}esimplanted.intheabd.ominalcavity

as described in Part II ind.icated a stable bod'y temperature

of 3?-3goc in animals at rest under laboratory cond'itions

at temPeratures as low as -3ooC'

Measurement of Minimum VO^ of Animafs in a Nest

Five winter-acclimatized' animals of both sexes '
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weighing Ð6-295 g (mean = 268 8) ' were used f or Vo'

measurementsj.nanestconstructed.withsirnilarmaterials
and.thesalned.imensj.onsaSthenestboxesusedinoutdoor
behavioural studies (Part 1)' It was constructed so as to

beairtightarrdfittedwithairinletarrd'outletports.
With a Plexiglass cover bolted' over the entrance it

comprised- the metabolism chamber'

The air flowing through the nest box d'uring ùOZ

measurementcould.potential}yremoveheatfromthenest
boxinteriorSothattheanimalsinthisnestboxwould
not be in an environment comparable to animals in the

outdoor nest boxes (Part I) ' This problem was avoided by

having air flowing into and out of the nest box pass in

opposited.irectionsthroughtwoparalleladjacentcopper
tubes with a¡ inner diameter of 0,25 inches (o'64 cm) and

a}engthof6ocm.Thetubesweresold.ered.togethera}ong
theirentirelengthandinsulated.withfibrewoo}.I,\Jith
thiscounter-currentheatexchangesystemairf}owinginto
the nest box was heated to within less than 1oC of air

flowing out of the nest box'

The nest box was attached to a runway measuring

100 x 3L x J6 cn' Each animal was placed in the runway-

nest box complex at least 2+ h before ù0, measurements

commenced..Itwasprovid.ed.withbur}apwhichitshred.d'ed

and used for nesting materiar, filling the entire nest box'

leavingon}yacentralchamberlargeenoughtoaccommod.ate

the animal. Air temperature at this time was set aI'
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-zOoC to promote nest construction by the animal'

Each day, after the ínitial 24in period'' the nest

boxwasclosed.afterthearrimalhadentereditforthe
nightandfractiona}oxygenconeentrationofthedutflow
air was measured continuously from 2LtO0 to p:00 the

following day. Minimum vo, was determined as described on

page 54, Measurements of VO, were made at T" intervals

of lOoC from -2O 7o zOoC, the maximum temperature consid'ered

consistent with the avoidance of heat stress to the aIimal '

Measurement of ù0, began at -Tooï; Tr was increased at

9:00 following each nightrs measurements'

Ueasurement of Yiinl O, in Exercising Animals

Five adults of both sexes' weighing 2I7'27O g

(mean = 2+L g) were used for measurement of vo, during rest

and exercise in the months of March' April' and May' The

animals were held indoors at zOoC and L2Lz12D photoperiod'

Theexercisecharnberconsisted.ofaPlexig}assbox

measuring 10 x 10 x 38 cm fitted' at one end with art

electricalstimulatorand.mounted.overatreadmill
consisting of a rubber belt mounted on rollers and powered

byaO.2horsepower(ISowatt)DaytonAC-DCseries.wound

electric motor with a Dayton mod'e} I+X599 speed- control

(Dayton Electric Mfg. Co' ) ' The Plexiglass chamber was

fastened with an airtight seal- to the housing of the belt

and roller assembly; the entire unit comprised the

metabo}ismchamber.Powerwastransmitted.fromthemotor'
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mounted. outside the metabolism chamber, to the treadmill

via a steel shaft passing through an airtight rubber seal'

The belt and roller assembly was carefully designed to

eliminate dead air space; total volume of the metabolism

chamber was estimated to be 5 L'

Afterbeingplacedinthetread'mill'ananimalwas
allowed to settle down a¡d then forced' to run continuously

for 20-25 min. A stable recording of 'ü0, for at least

JminwastakenasrepresentingminimumVOrataparticular
running speed and T". If this was not obtained the

experiment was repeated on another day'

RestingVo,ofthesamearrimalsintheSameapparatus

was measured and minimum ü0, d.etermined as described on

page 54, These experiments were conducted at T" from

_1ooc, the lowest temperarture at which the treadmill

functioned reliably, to zOoC. Experiments at higher

temperatures would probably have caused heat stress to the

animals. Rururing speeds of 0,6-1-9 km h-1 were used.

Treadmi}l speed was checked before and after each erperi-ment

by measuring the time required' for a given number of

revolutions of the tread'mill belt '

Analysis qf--Ð.ata

Rateofoxygenconsumptionwascalculatedbothas

toz W-1 and. vo, w-0'?5, where vrl is bod'y weight' for

comparisons between different groups of animals or between

the sane animals in different seasons (e'S' Table 1)' This
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is in accordance with the recommendation (Hart t9?7) tfrat

!OZ should be expressed as VO, Id-O'75 ratner than as

- _1
ú0, W-1 "= the latter ca,' result in erroneous conclusions

in comparisons between groups of animals with non-uniform

weight distributions. Tests of significa-nce with either

set of d,ata yietded the salne conclusions'

Least-square regressions of ù0, on T* were calculated

overtherangeofT"whereVOrwasclearlysensitivetoTa'
These Ta, determined from inspection of the data (FiSs' 1

arrd 2) , aY|e indicated both on Table 1 and by the range of

T, covered by the regression lines in Figs ' 1 and 2 ' For

animals in the nest (Fig. 1C) a different procedure was

followed due to the limited number of measurements where

ù0, was sensitive to T.' Following a method described in

snedecor and cochra¡ (tg6?), a least-square regression was

fitted to VO, at T" less than OoC and' mad'e to intersect

the horí zonr'aL axis (ùoz = o) at T" = Tb (approx' 38oc'

part II). Use of this procedure is based on the assumption

that weight-specific fo, of animals in a nest follows the

model, ùoz - c(Tu - T"), where c is a constant representing

totalweight-specificcond'uctance,and.Toisbodytemperature
Minimum metabolic rates of rodents in metabol-ism chambers

generally conform to this mod.el (Hart L9?I) as do ù0,

of Reithrodontornvs megalotis (Pearson 1960) and Microtus

longicaudus (Beck and Anthony !9?I) in a nest'

The lower critical temperature is defined as the lower

limitofthethermalneutralzone,therangeofT"over
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which ü0, is ind.ependent of T, (Bartholomew t9??b), The

lower criticar temperature was d.esignated., in this study,

as the T. at which a regression of VO, on T"' determined

asd.escribedinthepreceed-ingparagraPh,intersected.mean

iO, at therrnal neutrat Tr' Air temperatures at which

tO, is ctearly independent of T" were determined from

inspection of the data (Figs. t and 2) and, are indicated

in Table t,
Totalthermalcond.uctarrcewascalculatedfromthe

relationship: C = vrr/(To - Tr) (Bartholomew L9??b) '

This procedure is valid, if respiratory heat loss is constant

and Iow relative to total heat loss (Hart I9?L) ' This

cond-ition may be assumed for homeotherms at ]ow T. (iVlcNaU

t97O), If the regression of VO, on T" at T" Iess than the

Iower crj-ticaI temperature extrapolates to Tt = TO when

ü0, = O, then C is numerica}ly equal to the slope of the

regression.Thisproced.urewasusedind.eterminingCof
summeÊ and winter-acclimatized animals as normal resting

bod.y temperature of the red squirrer (approx. 38oc, Part rr)

isinclud.ed.withintheintervalonthehorizontalaxisof
Fig.lbound.edbytheintersectionwiththehorizonta]-
axis of 1 SE above a¡d below the extrapolated regression

line.Becausetheregressionforexercisíngarrimals
(Fig. 2) did not extrapolate to Tr = TO at VO, = O' C was

calculated directly from the relationship; C = iOr/$O - T")

forbothrestingarrd'exercisinga¡ima}sintheexercise
chamber (Figs. 2 and Ð' A T¡ of 38oc during rest and
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&ooc during exercise was assumed. These estimates aTe

based. on radiotelemetry measurements of outdoor animals

(Part TI).

Mean va^l-ues have been expressed' as X J SEX' The

t_test has been used_ to test for significant differences

between sample mearls, and analysis of covariance (Snedecor

andCochranLg6?)fordifferencesinslopea¡delevation
(i.e. height above the horizontal axis) ¡etween regression

lines.
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RESIILTS

Minirnum resting vo, of sufiImer- and. winter-acclímatized

animals (Ta¡Ie 1) did not differ significantly (P> o'1)'

atthermalneutralT'.MinimumVo,attherrnalneutnal'T"
a _, 

h_l, wasof animals in nests, O,gZ + 0'06 cm/ g ¿

significantty less (p < O.Of ) than the minimum ùO' L,!2 +

o. 03 "*3 g-1 h-1, calculated from pooled data of summer-

and, winter-acclimatized a¡imals without a nest'

Totalthermalcond.uctanceatT"lessthanthelower
critical temperature was greater ín summer- than in winter-

acclimatized animals (Taule li Figs' 1A and' B; P < 0'05) '

combined c of winter-acclimatized animals with a nest

averageð. 4O/" of C of winter-acclimatized- anrmals without

a nest (raute Ii Figs. 18 and C)'

ThisseasonalchangeinCresultedinaseasonal
change of 6oC in the lower critical temperature (ta¡te 1)'

A further reduction of ¡OoC in the lower critical temperature

was effected bY use of the nest'

Theactivityincrementinvo,,defined.asthedifference
between ù0, during activity ana ü0, during rest at a given

Ta¡di}lustrated.bythevertj-ca}distancebetweenthea

regressionsofFig,2A,remained.constantorpossib}y
increased.slíght}ywithd.ecreasin8Ta.Thisisindicatedby
the marginally significant difference (0.01< P< 0.05)

betweentheslopesoftheregressionsofVo,d.uringrest
and. during exercise on T"' This suggests that heat
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Figure 2, Oxygen consumption and totar- weight-specific
thermal conductance of resting (cl_osed circres) and

exercising (open circles) a¡imals at various air
temperatures. solid and broken lines represent least-
square regressions over the range of air temperatures
indicated by the regression lines. All regressions
shown are statistically significant (p <0.0J for
thermal conductance of resting a¡imals, p< o.01 for
the remainder).
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generatedbyexercised.idnotreplacethermoregulatory

heat production. Although the activity i-ncrement in VO'

appears greater at zOoC than at lower Tu' the data are too

Iirnited to assume substitution of heat generated by activity

for thermoregulatory heat prod'uction in the Tt ran8e

1-o to 2oo0.

Totalthermalcond.uctanceofexercisinganimalswas

approximatety twice that of resting animals in the T"

range -10 to lOoC (Fig , 2B) ' Furthermore ' with decreasing

Ta, C of exercising animals d'ecreases' In contrast and

as expected, C changed only slightly over the Tt range

-10 to looc in resting animals (Fie ' 2B)'

MeanVOrincreased'linearlywithincreasedrunning

speed both at -10 a¡d l-ooc (Fig, )A). The thermoregulatory

increment in ü0, defined' as the difference between

io" at lOoC and vo, at -l-ooc at a given running speed'' is

illustrated.bythedifferenceinelevationatagiven
runningspeedbetweentheregression}inesofFig.SA.
Over the entire range of running speed's tested' the

thermoregulatory increment was greater tha¡ I'+7

? -1 - -t, the thermoregulatory increment in animals
em)o, g - h

restingintheexercisechamber(catculatedfromdata
illustrated. in Fig. 3A). This complenents the earlier

observation that heat generated by activity did not

substituteforthermoregulatoryheatproduction.Further-
more, the thermoregulatory increment in úo 2 may have

increased with increased running speed as indicated by the
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Figure 3, The effect of running speed

consumption and total weight-specific
at 10 and.-1OoC. All regressions shown

significant (p < o. 01).

on oxygen
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marginally signíficant difference ( o. 01 < P < 0,05) between

the slopes of the regressions of VO, on T" of animals

running at -10 and at looO '

Thermal conductance of exereising animals (Fig' 38)

increased with increásed running speed. at both -1-0 and

1OoC. This is consistent with the earlier observation of

a¡ increase in the thermoregulatory increment of 'to, with

increased running speed. The regressions of c on running

speed. at -10 and lOoC differ significantly in elevation

(p <0.01), complementing the earlier observation (Fig. 2A)

of a reduction in c of running animals with decreasing T^'
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DlSCUSSlON

Physiological adaptation to seasonal cold by the

red squiffel in Manitoba includes, in addition to seasonal

change in resting body temperature (Part II) ' seasonal

change in C and. lower critical temperature '

A seasonar change of approximately rB'5% (see Tabre 1)

in c of animals inside the metabolism chamber implies a

reduction of similar magnitude in heat ]oss and minimuro

metabolic rate of animals inside the metabolism chamber

aI any givet Tu, Iess than the lower critical temperature '

Thermal cond-uctance depends on posture, substrate, wind,

thermal radiation, and other factors. Consequently C' as

measured in the metabolism chamber, cannot be directly

applied to estimating thermoregulatory energy requirements

of animals in an outdoor envíronment (Tracy 1972; Bakken

Lg76), However, it is reasonable to assume that seasonal

change in c will result in a reduction in energy expenditure

at }ow temperatures for wi,nter-accl-imatized animals as

compared to summer-acclimatized alimals under most

envi-ronmental conditions.

0f potentially greater significance than seasonal

change in c to the energ-y economy of the red. squirrel is the

use of a well-insulated nest. In the laboratory, c, and

therefore heat loss at low T. (less than -5oC), of a

winter-acclimatized a¡imal resting inside a nest was 4O%

(see Table 1) of C of a winter-acclirnatized animal resting
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outside a nest. consequently' aJl animal inside a nest can

rnaintain normal body temperature (3?-3goC, Part II) with

only a slight increase in metabolic rate above the basal

level_ at macroenvironmental temperatures as low as -7OoC,

It is concelvable that a free-ranging squirrel with a nest

in the more moderate subterraneal or subnivean (see Pruitt

ry5?) microenvironment could' be in a thermal neutral

environment inside the nest at any naturally occurring

winter macroenvironmental temperature. The extent to which

animals in nature use subterralean or subnivean nests

d.uring the winter is not known but they have been observed

to inhabit midd.ens consi-sting of uneaten portions of cones

from coniferous trees. rn this regard it is interesting to

note that an animal held in a¡ outd.oor enclosure during

thisstud.yaband'oned-itsnestbbxduringthewinterand
constructed a subnivean nest '

TheseasonalchangeinCand'lackofseasonalchange

in rninimum resting metabolic rate at thermal neutral T"

in the red squirrel à:f e ty¡lical of small mammals exposed

to outdoor environmental eonditions (Hart t95?)' Hart

suggests the lack of seasonal change in resting metabolic

rate at thermal neutral temperatures found in most rodents

following cold-acclimatí zatLon, in contrast to increased

metabolic rate following acclimation to continuous cold'

indicates mammals in their natural environments do not

usually require elevated metabolic rates for extended

period.softime.Thelargeproportionoftimespentinthe
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nest at low T. by the red squirrel (Part I) and. the

relatively minor increase in VO, by animals in the nest

at -ZOIC (part III) support Hart's suggestion with respect

to the red squirrel. under these conditions an elevated

basal metabolic rate would be maladaptive as it would

result in an unnecessary expenditure of energy during the

time the animal is in the nest'

Increased C during exercise as compared to rest

causes increased heat }oss at low Tr' The increase ín heat

loss is apparently equal to or greater than the heat

generated by the activity per se so that' even during

exercise, a decrease in T, causes an increase in metabolic

rate. As a result heat generated by exercise does not appear

to be utilized for thermoregulation. Therefore, activity

at}owT"isenergeticaltycostlyfortheredsquirrelas
its metabolic rate must be equal to or greater than the sum

of the energy cost of activity per se and the enersy cost

of thermoregulation. As the maximum metabolic rate elicited

byexerciseisnotgreaterthanthatresultj-ngfromcold
exposure in rodents (Hart 7g7t), it appears Iikely that

overacertainrarlgeofT"bod.ytemperaturecouldbe
maintained.duringrest,butnotduringexercise'An
observed decrease in body temperature in remmings and

rabbits during forced exercise but not during rest at low

T (Hart a¡d- Heroux t955) supports this suggestion'
à

The increase in therrnal cond.uctance of the red squirrel

(nearly 50%, see Fig, 3B) with increased runníng speed
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(0,6-Z.O km i.-1) suggests the reduction in intensity of

activity of the red squirrel at low T" (part f) may be a

behavioural response necessary for thermoregulation during

activity at low T^, Possibly, at T, sufficientty low to tax

the thermoregulatory capabilities of the red squiruel, body

temperature can be rnaintained during moderate but not during

intense activity, since thermal conductance, and therefore

heat loss is probably less during moderate as compared to

intense activity. over a certain range of low T. the maximum

intensity of activity consistent with the maintena¡ce of body

temperature wilt be related. to Ta, as the maximum metabolic

rate elicited by cold is not greater than that elicited by

exercise and heat generated by exercise does not replace thermo-

regulatory heat production (Hart Lg?I), This may account, at

least partially, for the correlation between intensity of

activity and T. in a¡imals held in outdoor enclosures (Part I)'

Theresultsofthisstud.ysupporttheconceptthat
heat generated by activity does not replace thermoregulatory

heat prod.uctíon. However, the model proposed by blunder

(Lg?5), which assumes that the energy expenditure associated

with thermoregulation and. that due to activity are additive

components of the total metabolic rate, may not adequately

describe the combined effects of cold a-l"Id exercise ' Data

from this study suggest both that the thermoregulatory

component of metabolic rate during activity may be greater

than during rest and that the thermoregulatory component

increases with increasing intensity of activity.

Bligh and Johnson (Ig?Ð suggest metabolic rate d-uring
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periods of minimum activity should be considered the best

possible estimate of standard metabolic rate of sma1l wild

animals as the conditions for measuring basal metabol-ic

rate of these animals can rarely be attained. Metabolic

rate based on vo, in the nest at night is probably the

best estimate of standard metabolic rate of the red

squirret. This varue (o,gz .30" g-t h-1) does not differ

greatly from 'oasal metabolic rate (o.B 3 cn3o, 8-L h-1)

pred.icted on the basis of body weight from Kleiber's

(7g?5) allometric equation. Irving et aI. (L955), in

contrast, estimated. a basal metabolic rate for the red

squirrel which exceeds the predicted' value by 80% '

The seasonal change in thermal conductance of the red

squirret observed ín this study is at variance with the

observation by Irving et al. G955) of no seasonal change

in c of Alaskan red squirrels. Both this difference, and

the difference between basal metabolic rate determined in

this a¡d lrving's study, ftaY reflect a difference in

measuring techniques or an intraspeci-fic latitudinal

difference. However, the observation of seasonal change

in pelt insulation of another northern population

(Northwest Territories, Canada) of red squirrels (Hart

L956) argues against the latter suggestion'

valu-es obtained. in this study for metabolic rates of

squirrels running at lOoC are higher tha¡ those obtained

under similar conditions by Vrlund.er and Morrison G9?+)'

unfortunately, information is not available to determine
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whether previous and present results differ significantly

and whether the difference is due to differences in

acclimatization of the animals. Alternatively, the

higher metabolic rates obtained, in this study may be a

consequence of the use of a smaller running chamber which

may have altered the natural running gait of the animals'
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PART IV

Heart Rate as an Index of Energy Expenditure in the Red

Squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus )
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INTRODUCTTON

Energy requirements of the red. squirrel (Tamiasciurus

hud.sonicus) are highly depend'ent on environmental

temperature und,er Iaboratory conditions (Part IIT) which

preclude normal behavioural responses to cold. However'

considering the temperature-modulated behaviour reported in

PartI,and'theenergeticconsequencesofsuchbehaviour
(part III), such a dependence of energy requirements on

temperature does not appear likely under natural conditions'

crud.e calculations of daily energy expend-iture ' based on the

time-budget data summarized in Part I, and on the rates of

oxygenconsumptioninametabolismchamberduringrest

and activity at various temperatures (part III), suggest

dailyenergyexpend.ituremaybecompletelyindependentof
temperature in animals in large outd.oor enclosures j-n a

natural environment. Testing this hypothesis requires

measurement of energy expend.iture with a minimum of disturb-

ance and restraint of the alimals so that behavioural and

physiological responses to temperature are not altered'

Radiotelemetry provid'es a technique for obtaining

measurements without restraining or disturbing animals'

A parameter read'ily measured by rad'iotelemetry, artd

showingSomepromiseaSanind'exofenergyexpenditurein
mammals, is heart rate (Webster 196?; Morhardt and Morhardt

tg?t; Holter et al , tg?6; Lund and Folk tg?6i Kautz Lg?8) '

The physiological basis for the relationship between
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energy expendj-ture (as measured by oxygen consumption)

and heart rate can be expressed as:

v - - r. x SV x (A-V)O. diff . (Bartholomew 3'9?7a)
'o2 - ¿h ¿

where iO, is rate of oxygen consumption' fn is heart rate'

SV is stroke volume, artd (g-v)oz diff is the difference

inoxygenconcentrationbetweenarterialarrdvenousblood.
Becauserateofoxygend.eliverytothebod.ytissuesbythe

blood. is a function of ] variables, a causal relationship

betweenVOrand'fnneednotexist'Moreover'arelationship'
iffoundtooccur,neednotbestable,butcouldvarywith
the physiological state of the animat or the type of

stimulus causing increased foz' Consequently' the

relationship between ù0, and' fn can possibly vary both

a:nong individuals of a given species' as weII as in

individuals from daY to day'

Theobjectiveofthisstudywastod.eterminewhetherf¡,

can be used to estimate energy requirements of the red

squirrel,andifSolund.erwhatcond'itionsandwithwhat
Iimitations.
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MATERTAIS AND I\ETHODS

Anima1 Care

Animalsweretrapped.inthevicinityofVr]inniPeg'

Canada (50006'N;98020'v'ü). They were held in outd'oor

encl0sures in a natural environment as described in Part I

for 1-6 months before being brought into the laboratory for

experiments.Inthelaboratory'beforeandduring

experiments, the animals were held' in a controlled

envi-ronment room with the temperature adjusted' to approximately

mea-n normal outd'oor temperature d'own to the minimum

temperature (O to 5oC) of the animal:hotding room.

Exeeptionsweremadeforthefirsttwod.aysfotlowing

surgery when the animals were held for a few hours al 3OoC

followed by I-2 days at Tooc. Photoperiod was adjusted

weekly accord'ing to outd'oor photoperiod'

Telemetry of fn"

The telemetry systern for measuring fn consisted of a

rnodel TSz-ET FM transmitter and modeL D?-tc demodulator

(gioteternetry Systems Inc', Rush' New York) and a model

cF-J+ooA Sony receiver. The transmitter, along with ECG

leads and batteries, weighed about t4 S' The leads

supp}ied.bythemanufacturerforconnectingECGelectrodes
to the tra.:rsmitter were too inflexible to permit unimpaired

movement by the aninal when implanted subcutaneously'

T-,eads that were flexi'ole, resistant to corrosion and
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mechanical breakage, and non-toxic to the anj-mal were

constructed using steel piano wire (diameter = 0'l-3 mm'

Xl,O bra¡d music wire, Johnson Steel and Wire Co"

Worcester, Mass.). The wire was inserted into a poly-

ethylene catheter (pnto; inside d'iameter = 0'28 mm'

outside d.j,ameter = 0.61 mm; Clay-Adams, New York) rirre¿

with a paraffin and beeswax mixture (LtL ratio) and wound

into a tight helix (diameter = 1.8 mm). The ends of the

]ead were soldered to both electrod'e and transmitter ' The

sold.ered connections a-t.Id the entire transrnitter were coated'

first with a layer of paraffin a¡d, beeswax (Izt ratio) and

then with silicone rubber (382 Medical Grade Elastomer'

Dow Corning). The wax prevented penetration by body fluids;

the silicone rubber eliminated adherence of body tissue to

the tra¡smitter and provided a strong flexible seal at the

pointofentryoftheECGlead.sintothetransmitter.
The transmitter was implanted. in the abdominal cavity

through a mid-ventral incision with the animal under

Nembutal ariaesthesia (40-+5 mg kg-l, interperitoneal)'

Along a mid-ventral line from the incision to the a¡terior

end of the sternum the skin was separated from und'erlying

tissue with a blunt probe and scissors for insertion of

ECG 1eads. Two silver/silver chloride electrodes' placed

subcutaneously, mid-ventrally, and at anterior and posterior

ends of the sternum, were sutured. to und.erlying tissue with

surgicalsilkthroughsrnallskinincisions.Withthis
electrode placement a strong ECG signal' free of muscle
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artifacts, was obtained even during exercise '

Ëimultaneous Measurement of V'Z æd ff,

The relationship between ù0, and fn was determined

in experiments conducted over approximately a 1-year period

ur,,ing summer-acclimatized animals (June tJ t'o September 1)'

winter-acclimatized animals (November 24 to March 10) ' and

animals whose state of acclimatization was considered as

uncertain (MaY I?-20),

The relationship between ilo, and fn was examined in

animals during rest or minimal activity (hereafter referred

to as rest experiments) and- during exercise (hereafter

refe*ed to as exercise experiments). Temperature was

altered, to cause variation in vo, and fn in resting animals.

The range over which VO, and' fn were measured varied

between a¡imals as ind'icated in Fig' 1'

For the duration of rest and exercise experiments

mean fn and vo, were determined d.uring consecutive 6-min

periods. Mean fn in each 6-min period was cal-culated

from 5 counts, each of 0. ]--min duration, taken at 7,Z-min

interval-s with a-n automatic rate counter connected with the

demodulator. The QA.S wave of the card'iac cycle triggered

both the rate counter and. a flashing light. with experience

and careful attention to the light it was evident whether

heart beats were being missed or radio noise was being

counted. when this occuffed the rneasurement was re jected'

the system ad justed, and the measurement immed'iately repeated'
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Mean VO, in each 6-rnin period was calculated from

Jpointvaluesat!,Z-mirnintervatstakenfromacontj-nuous
record.ingoffractronaloxygenconcentrationintheoutflow
air from the metabolism chamber. Measurements of fractional

oxygen concentration were obtained with the system

described in Part II1, except that inflow as well as

outflow air was dried'

,Twentyoneanimals,lTmaleand4female'withamean
weightof224g(range=1B1.2BLg)wereusedinrest
experiments.Theanimalswerep}aced.singlyinametabolism
chamber consisting of a ! gallon (4.5 I) metal paint can'

As these were not measurements requiring minimu^ ùoz and

sinceitwasdesirab}etosimulateasnearlyaspossible
the conditions under which fn would ultimately by used to

estimate ioT food and water were available to the ariimals

during the experiments. In each experiment, lasting +-6 h'

temperature was varied' from -2o to 3ooC or vice-versa by

increasing or decreasing the temperature setting of the

controlled environment room containing the metabolism

chamber by 5oc at 20-35 min intervals'

Eleven of the animals used in the preceeding

experiments,Bmalea¡d3female'withameanweightof
222 g (ra'ge = !BI-?,5I g), were used in exercise experiments'

These experiments were performed' with the animal in a

tread.mil}metabolismchamberid.enticaltothatusedin
PartIlI,exceptthataDaytonmodel3M500.l-horsepower
(? 5 watt) electric motor was used. to power the tread.mil}.
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Food was available to the animals up to the time of the

experiments but neither food. nor water was available to the

animals during the experiments as they were of shorter

duration tha¡ the preceeding experiments and food in the

treadmill would. have interfered with its operation. vtlithin

the constraints imposed by the minimum operating ternperature

of the tread-mill ( -tOoC ) and the temperature at which the

animals could potentially be heat stressed during exercise

(ZgoC), air temperature was varied. through the range of

ambient temperatures occurring outdoors at the time of the

experiments. In each 2 to 3-h experiment, the animal was

forced to run continuously for I}-min period-s at a speed

of L6,B cm sec I alternated with 12-min rest periods. Data

from both resting and exercising periods were included in

the analYsis.

Both rest and exercise experiments were repeated on

different days within a l-ð,ay period with each of 4 of the

animals in order to ascertain the extent of day to day

variation in the relationship between ù0, afld fh within

individual animals.

Calcufation of 0xvgen Consumption

Mean vo, in each 6-min period. was calcu}ated from

fractional oxygen concentration in the outflow air from

the metabolism chamber. sinc" üoz could and. did vary

during measurement periods, a¡d since equations suitable

for calculation of voa measured in a netabolism chamber
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under this cond.itíon using open flow respiromentry are not

avaitable in the literature, an equation appropriate for

calculation of ù0, under the experimental conditions of

this study was derived (Appendix II). This equation takes

the form:

(F, - FF- )'fr - avo/t
? toz "o2 __'-

='o2 1_Fo .(r_R0)
"02

where

î0, = mearL rate of oxygen consumption

F-=fractiona]-oxygenconcentrationofdryroz
inflow air

-I1- = mean fractional oxygen concentration of dry
'Eoz

outflow air
'üI = inflow rate of d'rY air

t = time of measurement ( 6 rnin)

RQ = respiratory quotient (assumed to be 0'85)

The change in oxygen content (aVO) of the metabolism chamber

during the measurement period (t) was calculated from:

ovo = ouuor'v'(1 - Ptñ/B)

where

ÀFç. = chartge in fractional- oxygen content of the
"02

outflow air d.uring the measurement period (t)

V = volume of the metabolism chamber

B = barometric Pressure

PhI=watervapourpressureinthemetabolism
chamber
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IJ,rlater vapour pressure in the metabolism chamber was

assumed to be 50% of saturated PW approxirnated wíthin the

temperature rarlge used bYrthe formula:

Pvu = 4,73o4 x I.066? c

whereT"istemperatureinthemetabolismehamber.
AII gas flow a¡d volume measurements were corrected

to stand.ard temperature and pressure. Al1 assessment of

potential effors due to assumptions made regarding RQ

and. P, is provided in Appendix II '

Determination of Accuracv of Prediction

Anind.icationofthemagnitudeofrandomerror
associated with ù0, estimated' from fn can be obtained from

the standard error of prediction calculated for each

regression. However, this standard error is specific to

the fn sampling regime used in determining the regression'

This sampling regime, though well-suited. to determining

the regression of ù0, on fn, was difficult to implement

ín long-term determinations (e.g' 24 h) of energy

expenditure due to the large number and frequency

of fn measurements involved. This problem was compounded

when two individuals were monitored simulta¡eously as in

tìrisstud'y.Themagnitud.eoferrorwhenusingaless
intense rate of sampling was therefore examined using

6 animals weighing on average 23L g (range = 2OB-255 g) '

To assess the accuracy with which mean ü0, can be

estimated. from fn over period's of t h arrd B-12 h' fn was
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determinined for o.l--min periods at 5 min intervals and

used to estimate io, At the sarne time fo, of each animal

was measured in the l--galton (4.5 f ) metabolism chamber'

Mean hourlY VO, as well as mean VO, over B or 1'2 h were

calculated from point values, taken at 2,4-nin intervals'

of fractional oxygen concentration in the outfl-ow air

from the metabolism chamber. Temperature in the metabolism

chamber varied between 30 a¡d. -2OoC as previously described'

Food. and water were avail-abl-e during the experiment.

Linear regressions were fitted to ù0, and frr data for

each animal (e.g. Fig. 1), Vrlhere examination of the data

indicated, that a linear model provid.ed a poor fit'

curvilinear regressions of the form;

üOr=.A*blff, *trZfnz

IoS VO, = fi + b'(tog fn)
-."lo8Vo,-A"l'f¡
ù0,=Afl'(fogft)

were calculated, The best fitting regression' according

to the correration coefficieni, was serected. rn alr cases

whereaquad.raticregressi.onprovid.ed'thebestfit'

ad.d.itionofthequad'raticcomponentgaveasignificant
reduction in variance (P < 0.05, Snedecor and Cochran L96?) '

Thecorrelationcoefficientandstand.arderrorof

estimate were calculated' for the regression of VO, on fn

ofeachanimal.Foranimalswherethemeasurementofvo,

atment of D and Statistical Anal
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and fh was repeated on different d'ays the correlation

coefficientandstand.ard'errorofestimatewerebasedon
pooleddataforeachind.ivi.d.ual.Standarderrorsare

reported as minimum sta¡d.ard, effor ( occurring at the mean

f. ) and maximum standard. error within the ra¡ge of measured
n'

fn f or each animal. Stand'ard' errors f or the means of

2 0r more estimated values were calculated according to

Acton (:-959).

Bothvariationajnongind.ividuatsanddaytoday

variation within individuals with respect to the regression

of VO, on fn were observed' One-way analysis of variance

was apptied to test whether differences between individuals

were real or merely a reflection of daily variation within

individuals. This analysis was carried out on 4 animals

for which regressions from 2 d,ifferent da¡'s were available

for both rest and. exercise. The analysis was done first on

the slopes of the regressions, aftd' where these did not differ

significanttybetweenindivid.uals,oñtheY-intercepts
of the regressions.

To test the equivalence of regressj-ons of VO, on fn

obtained during rest and exercise, t-tests were performed'

ontheslopesofthelinearregressions.Apaired.t-test

wasused.forarrimalsforwhichlinearregressionsfrom
both exercise and rest experiments were available ' while a

simplet-testwasusedforcomparingmea¡Sinc]-udingdata
from animals for which regressions were obtained only d'uring

rest or onlY d'uring exercise '
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Even though the regressions of VO, on fn may differ

among individuals, a general regression for the species,

obtained by pooling data from a number of individuals may

be useful when estimating mean'ü0, of a number of ind-ividuals

from fn. As neither ü0, nor fn are weight-independent

variables (Starrf Lg67), appropriate corrections of these

variables for body-weight (W) are necessary when data from

ind.ividualsd.ifferinginlrlaretobepooled.Rateof

oxygen consumption of mammals is conventionally corrected

for w by dividíne vo, by w or by wo,?s; divisíon by w0'75

is recommended by Hart (tg?L) as it may red'uce variability'

Because fr, of mammals is proportional to w-0'25 (star¿ 196?)

division of fn by this term would appear to be an appropriate

correction for !tl. Analysis of pooled data was carried out

using the variabre= üoz , toz ld-1, io, w-0'75 and' fn'

rn w0.25. The weight corrections providing the best

correlation between oxygen consumption a-I]d heart rate were

used in Pooling data.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

A linear relationship between vo, and fr, was observed

in t5 of the 27 animals tested at rest (Table 1, Fig. 14.).

Of the six animals showing a curvilinear rel-ationship

(ta¡le 7, Fie. 18), 5 took the form;

üor-A*b1fi., *øzfnz

and one took the form;

IoBVOT=.Aab'f¡
In all tI animals tested during exercise VO, was linearly

related to ff, (Table 1; Fig. 1c).

During rest, non-linear regressions of ù0, on fn

occurred. only in summer-acclimatized animals (ta¡te 1);

the proportion of animals with non-linea:r regressions was

significantly greater (P = O,OLz, Fisher-Yeates Test, Finney

tgt+B) in sunmer- than in winter-acclj-matized. animals. In

sunmer acclimatized animals, non-linear regressions

occurred only in animals at rest (taUte 1); the proportion

of animals with non-linear regressions was significantly

greater (P

resting than in exercising a¡imals' Apparently' lack of

linearity is related both to the state of acclimatization

and the stimulus causing increased üOZ' A linear

relationship d.uring exercise and a curvilinear relationship

during rest (e.S. Fig. 4A and C) in three animals reinforces

the latter conclusion.

Although ù0, and. fn were strongly correlated within
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Tab}e I, Number of animals with linear and non-Iinear
regressíons "i"îo;-"; 

¡; aiassified. according to seasonal-

acclimatization åÃA stimulus causing increased ùOe'
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Figure 7. Regz.essions of oxygen consumption (ù02)

on heart rate (fh) in individual alimals during rest
(¿ an¿ B) and exercise (c). Each regression is based

on simultaneous measurement of mean ù0, and fn during
successive 6-min intervals. Mean n indicates the
mean of the number of measurements contributing to
each regression.
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individuals (fa¡te 2), standard errors of estimate were

relativety large, particularly when Vo, was not linearly

related. to fh, indicating that a large random error will

be associated with estimates of fO, from single measurements

of fh. However, this does not preclude accurate estimation

of VO, based, on the mean of many measurements '

A potentially more serious error in estimated vo,

is introduced by daity variation in the slope and/or

el-evation of the regression of VO, on fn (Figs' 2 and 3)'

as VO, estimated from fn on any d'ay other than the day on

which the regression was estabtished, may vary from true

ùOZ ¡y a non-random or systematic component in addition to

the random component. The systematic error component

cannot be red.uced by increasing the number of measurements

contributing to a mean estimated üO' Regressions of VO,

on f. established on different days for the sa-me individuals
n

(nig, 31 provid.e some indication of the potential s.vstematic

error whích can occur in estimated ior. At the minimum

and maximum values of fn common to both regressions mean

differences between the two regressions are 0,34 (range =

0.21,-0,+?) and O.59 (range = o,o2-1.62) .n3O, g-1 h-1-

in regressions for resting animals and 0.40 (range =

o.I2-0,?Ð arrd 0.5+ (range = o'22-o'?6¡ "*30, s-1 h-1

in regressions for exercisi-ng animals'

It can be assumed' that regressions of VO, on fn for an

individ.ual obtained on different days vary randomly about

some average ]ine obtained from measurement of ü0, on fn



Table 2. Correlation coefficients
i;;-Voz versus fn within individual
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Figure 2, Regressions of oxygen consumption (ù02) on

heart rate (fh) in four rand.omly sel-ected individual-s
during rest or exercise. Different symbols for a

particurar animal represent measurements made on

dífferent days. Each point represents mean ú0,
and fn during a 6-min i_nterval.
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Figure 3, Regressions of oxygen consumption (tOe) on

heart rate (fn) in four individuals (e-O) during rest
(sorid line) ano exerci-se (broken line). Each regression
l-ine for a given animal is based on data from a
different day.
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onmanydays.Therefore,systematicerrorinestimating
vO, resulting from d-ay to d'ay variation in the regression

willusuallybelesswhenaregressionbasedonmorethan
one days' data is used to estimate iO, on a given day or

when a regression based on a single d'ay's data is used to

estimate rnean ù0, over more than one day' It should be

almost, if not entirely, eliminated' when mean ú0, over

several days is estimated using a regression of VO, on

f. based on several daYs' data'
n

Variability about the regression of vO, on fn is

minimized.inthecaseoflinearregressionswhenpooling
data from a'imars d.iffering in bod.y-weight if the weight

corrected variabtes ü0, w-l and fn wo'25 are used'

(ra¡teù,Thereforethesevariableswereusedwhenever

d.atafromd.ifferentarrimalswerecomparedorpoo}ed.
The application of heart rate to the estirnation of

energy expenditure would be greatly simplified if the

relationship between ù0, and' fn were ind'ependent of whether

increased v OZ is elicited' by cold or exercise ' The

diffe¡rence in the form of the regressions derived from

rest and exercise experiments suggests that such

ind.ependence cannot be assumed. Further analysis partially

supports this conclusion. The mean slope of the regressions

obtainedduringrest(n=t5)differedsignificantly
(P< 0.05, t-test) from the mean slope of regressions

obtained.d.uringexercise(n=11).Bothrestandexercise
data showing a linear relationship between ü0, and fn were



Table 3. Correlation coefficients of ù0, versus fn with pooleil data from

with and without correction for body-weight (w)a

Independent Variables

Summer-linear
f.
ri wo'zs

Summer-curviline ar
f.
rl wo'25n

l¡trinter-linear
f.
rl wo'25

overallb
f.n ,o''5

n

ü0,

Rest

o.75
0. 80

0.91
0. 90

o.67
0.70

0.75
o,7?

. -1vozw^

Dependent Variables

a Sample sizes (number of animals, number of measurements): rest' summer' linear = 5'
jt+5¡ rest, "*""-õrr.rili.,""" 

= 6:";óit-^"îãrðiãð,'-""*it"", rinear = 4, 762¡ rest'
winter, linear = g, 59g; exercisãl'íiåi"", linear'=-j' t?6; rest' overall = 21'

r lj:1.":t;:î1";;;"îîllr= ll;n'Tu"""vilinear relarionship between ü0, and fn and

animals tested in MaY.

iorw-o'75

0. 87

0.89

0. 90
0. 86

o,?6
0.78

o.82
o.82

different animals

o.8l+

0.87

0. g0

0.87

0.74
0.76

0.81
0.81

voz

Exerc ise

0. ?8
0. 84

vo, "-t io,w-o'75

0,88
0. 89

0.88
0.89

0. 84

0 ,87

0. 86

0.89

0.90
0.91

0. 89

0.90

0.90
0.90

0.88
0. 90
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available for B animals (FiSs. 3 and 48, D, E, and F) '

In these animals the slopes of the regressions obtained

from rest experiments did not differ significantly

(p> 0.05, paired, t-test) from those obtained from exercise

experiments.

A different relationship between fn and ù0, during

exercise than during rest has been observed in white-footed

mice (segrem and Hart t96?), A higher fn occurred at the

sârr€ VO, when increased ü0, was elicited' by cold as

compared to exercise. [n contrast, Popov'ic et aI. (1969)

d.id not find a marked difference between the effects of

exercise and col-d on fn, A-V diff ., and stroke volume of

rats,
The amount of time and effort required in using fn

as an index of energy expenditure would be reduced if a

regression of ü0, on fn applicable to all animals of the

species could be established, thus eliminating the need

to determine the regression in each animal used. However'

the data suggest that such a regression would be of limited

usefulness in estimating üoz of índividual animals due to

differences between a'imals in the regression of tO, on

fh.S}opesand.Y-interceptsoftheregressionsofthe
I+ animals where replicated regressions from 2 different

days were available (Fie. 3) did not differ significantly

(p) 0.05, one-way analysis of variance) between animals

during rest. However, during exercise the slopes of the

regression d.iff ered significantly (p < O. O5) between arrimals'
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Figure 4, Regressions of oxygen consumption (t.r) on

heart rate (fh) in 6 individuats (A-F) during rest
(so1id line) an¿ exercise (broken line).
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A further observation indicating the need for caution in

the use of a general regression for the species is the

difference between animals ín the form of the regression

of 'ü0, on fh during rest (Figs. 2 a¡d' 4, Table 1) '

Variation in the relationship between 'ü0, and. fn

between individuals of a Species has afso been observed

to occur in man (Berggren and Christensen 1950; Booyens

and Hervey 7960; Malhotra et aI. 1963), black-tailed

prairie dogs (l-,und and Folk 1976), mule deer (Kautz 7g?B),

white-tailed deer (Holter et aL Ig?6), sheep (Webster 196?) 
'

a¡d several rodent species (Morhard.t and Morhardt tg?I)

indicating that this may be a widespread phenomenon.

In spite of variability between individuals of a

species in the relationship betwe"n ü0, and fn, a general

regression for the species may be useful if the error

incurred in estimating ùOZ of an individual using this

regression is within acceptable bounds or if mean ü0, of

a. number of individuals is being estimated. The regressions

of ù0, on fn for the red squiffel during both rest and

exercíse, based. on pooled data from all animals tested'

are illustrated in Fig. J. stand.ard error of estimate

d.uring rest over the range in fn of t4O-560 beats min-1

for an animal weighing 22) g, the mean weight of al1imals

used in establishing this regression, is o,6I .^3O., g-1 h-L

for a single estimated value and O,L6 .^3O, *-t h-1- for

the mean of 10 estirnated values. During exercise, Standard

error over the range in fn of 220-550 beats min-1 is
e -1 h-l for a single estimated value a¡d'O.st cm/o, I J
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Figure 5, Regressions of oxygen consumption (VO2)

on heart rate (fh) during rest and, exercise. The

regressions are based on pooled data from Zt animals

f or rest a¡d 1,L animals for exercise. The regression

lines are based on the original measured values

and the points shown are mean ü0, over fn intervals
of O.L beats min-l go,Z5 7O-3,
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2 -1 h-1 fo" the mea¡ of 10 estimated' values '0,79 cm)O" I
Mea' hourl' fO, of resting animals, estimated in

6 animals from fn readings at 5-min intervals, was

significantly correlated (P < O. 05) with measured ú0,

(Fig, 6), Random error ín estimated üOr, as ind.icated by

the scatter of points about the regressions of estimated

on measured ü0, and by the standard. error of estimate ' was

greatest when a regression of ü0, on fn based on pooled

data of 2I anirnals (nig. 5¡ was used to estimate io,

(Fig, 6g) and least when regressions specific to each

animal and based on 2 days' measurement, where a'¡ailable

(4 of the 6 animals), were used to estimate ü0, (Fie. 68).

Furthermore, when the regression of ù0, on fn based

on pooled d,ata from 21, animals (¡'ig. 5) was used to estimate

,rean hourly tO, of individuals (FiS. 6A), the regression

of predicted on measured ü0, did not pass through the

origin (P < 0.05, snedecor and cochran 1967 ) al1d had a

slope (0,?3 + O,LIi + 1 SE) which differed significantly

(p <0.05) from unity, indicating systematic error in
e-1-L

estimated toz. At measured Vo, of I and 4 cm/ g - h 
'

estimated hourly iO, for the six animals was

L,46 and 3,64 "ro3 
g-1 h-1 (Fis' 6A) ' errors of

+6% anð' 9%, rêsPectivelY.

lrlhen regressions specific to each animal and based on

either one or two days' measurements (in 4 of the 6 animals)

were used f or estirnating ùoz (nigs ' 6g and C ) ' the null

hypothesis that these regressions of estimated on measured
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Figure 6, Mean estimated versus measured oxygen

consumption (ior) in 6 animals. Each point represents
estimated versus measured vo, over a 1-h interval in
one individual during rest with either 12 points per
individual (z animal-s) or B points per individual
(4 animals) in each subfigure. In part A, ù0, was

estimated from fn using the regression illustrated
in Fig. J. A regression specific to each individual
was used in parts B and c. The specific regression
was based on 2 days' datEr in 4 of the 6 animals (g),
or on only 1 days'data in a1I 6 animals (C). Also
shown are the line of equality of estimated a¡d
measured. ü0, (solid line) ana a r-east-square regression
(broken l-ine) which in B and c was fitted to pass

through the origin.
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ù0, prss through the origin could not be rejected

(p> 0.05, snedecor and coehra' L967) an¿ regressions

forced through the origins had slopes (O,96 + 0.08 a¡d

o,g4 + O.06; + 1 SE) which did not differ significantly

(p > O.O5) from unity. Stand.ard error of estimate of

VO, was less when regressions of VO, on fn based on two

days, data (in 4 of the 6 animals) were used. (Fig. 68)

than when regressions based on one days' data were used

(Fis, 6c) for estimati^e ùoz.

Error in mean estimated û0, of ind.ividual animals

over I or LZ h (taUle 4) was least (0.6-t6,+/"' mea-n =

?,4/,) when regressions specific to each individual artd

based on two d.ays' measurements were used in estimating

io, Somewhat greater error occurred' (6,9-z? '6/', mean =

L+,O%) when a regressíon specific to each individual but

based on one d.ay's measurements was used. Greatest

error (3,?-fi,2%, mean = 20,2%) occurred when a general

regression for the species was used; the error was

particularly large (53,?/') in an animal with a curvilinear

relationshiP between VO, and fn

Mea' measured ü0, of the entire sample of 6 animals

over 8.or 12 h was Lg? "*3 
g-1 h-1 (calculated from

Table +, column Ð, Mean Vo, of the same animals in the

same period, estimated from fn using a regression specific

to each animal a¡d. based. On one dayst measurement, was

1.88 "*3 
g-1 h-1 (calculated from Tabl-e 4, col-umn 5),

an error of 4,6%, Mean ù0, of the same animals in the
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period estimated from fn using a regression based on

pooled. data from 21, anj-mars (Fig. 5¡ was 2.09 .^3 g-1 rt-1

(calculated from Tabfe 4, column 10), arr error of 6,L%,

Mean measured ú0, over B or LZ h of the 4 animal-s (No.

!5, 23, 24 and 2?i Table 4) for which 2 days' data were

available to establish the regression of ü0, on fn was

a -1 -aZ,OZ "*) 
g-1 h-l (calculated. from Table 4, column )),

Mean ü0, of the same 4 animals in the sane period,

estimated from regressions of VO, on fn based on 2 days'

measurements , was I ,g? "*3 
g- 1 rr-1 ' an eruor of 2 , 5% ,

Measurements similar to those made in establishing

the accuracy of ü0, estimated from fn when ff, is sampled

at 5-min intervals were not made in exercising animals.

However, the error in estimated VO, during exercise should

be comparable tc that observed during rest as variability

about the regression of VO, on fn, and its day to day

variability, were simílar in exercising and resting

animals (¡'ig. Z, Tables 1 a¡d 3),

Conclusions

The correlation between ú0, and fn is sufficiently

strong and stable to justify fn as a¡ index of energy

expenditure in the red squirrel- within certain limitations.

Because the relationship between fn ana ù0, may depend

on whether the stimulus for increased vo, is cold or

exercise, it should be determined under both conditions.

Estimation of ü0, from the regression obtained during
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exercise when the animal is outside the nest and from

the regression obtained during rest when the animal is

inside the nest should. provide more accurate values than

estimation from a síngle regression applied to both

conditions.

Estimated úOZ of individ.ual animals is clearly most

accurate when a regression of vo, on fn based on at least

2 d-ays' measurements is used-. However, the total time and

effort required in using fn as an index of energy expenditure

can be reduced by establishing the regression on the basis

of one day's measurements and the accuracy of the estimates

obtained. using such a regression may be adequate, depending

on the information being sought. If mea-rr energy expendi-ture

of several animals is beíng estimated regressions based

on one day's measurements shoul-d be adequate'

A general regression for the species is clearly

inadequate for estimating energy expenditure of individual

animals, due to variability between animals in the

relationship between fn and io, Error is most likely

when ù0, is estimated for an ind.ividual with a curvilinear

relationship between fn and ùOr. Unfortunately, such

individuals cannot be identified without making the

measurements required in establishing the regression

of ù0, on fn.

A general regression for the species could be used

to estimate mean energy expenditure of a population of

animals. If a sufficiently large sarnple size were used
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in establishing the relationship between vo, and fn, and.

if subsequent estimates of mean energy expenditure were

based on a sufficiently large number of individuals, accurate

estimates could be expected.. sufficient data are not

available from this study to d'etermine minimum sarnple

sizes. However, mean energy expenditure of 6 ind'ividuals

during B or 12 h was estimated, from a regression based on

2I animals with an error of onlY 6,I%'
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PART V

Energy Expenditure of the Red squirrel- in a semi-natural

Environment: Estimates from Heart-rate Telemetry
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INTRODUCTlON

The daily rate of energy expenditure of small

mammals in climates with large seasonal temperature

change can potentially undergo large seasonal change.

However, smal} mammals usually use protected microenviron-

ments and make behavioural as well as physiological

acjustments which may reduce the impact of seasonal

temperature change on daily energy expend.iture (Hart 19?I),

The amount as well- as intensity of locomotor activity

and. time spent outsid.e of the nest by captive red squirrels

exposed. to natural climatic conditions are rel-ated to

air temperature in a way which suggests behavioural adjust-

ments occur to reduce or eliminate seasonal chalges in daily

energy expenditure (Part 1).

Measurements of metabolic rate in the l-aboratory of

exercising animals and animals in nests (Part III)

demonstrate that animals exercising at low temperatures

must maintain a high metabolic rate while animal-s resting

in nests experience l-ittle increase in minimum metabolic

rate above the basaf level. These results indicate that

behavioural adjustments to temperature change (Part I)

may reduce or eliminate seasonal changes in energy

expenditure.

A decrease in total thermal conductance and resting

bod.y temperature d.uring the winter (Parts II and' III) will

also contribute to the reduction or elimination of seasonal
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change in energy expenditure.

This part of the study was designed to test the

h¡ryothesis, suggested. by the preceding observations, that

daily energy expend.iture of non-reproductive red squirrels

in_ large enclosures exposed to natural climatic conditions

is índependent of macroenvironmental air temperature.

Methods for measuring energy expenditure of an animal

without confinement in a metabolism chamber or attachment

of apparatus for collecting respiratory gases incl-ude

measurement of food intake, radioisotope techniques

employing carbon-14 (carbon dioxid.e entry rate method) or

labeIled. deuterium oxide (OrtBO method), calcutation of

energy expenditure us'ing time-budget data and measurements

of oxygeh consumption in the laboratory during various

behavioural states, mathematical modellíng, a¡d radio-

telemetry of heart rate.

Measurement of food. intake was impractical as the

red squiruel caches food supplied to it in many locations,

making measurement of uneaten food difficult in large

enclosures in an outdoor envi-ronment.

The carbon d.ioxide entry rate method, while

successfully used with ungulates (Young et al, t969t

Young tg?O; Young and McEwan L9?5) is impractical for

small mammals aS the subject carries a pump for i-sotope

infusion. Furthermore it requires regufar sampling of

blood or urj-ne, and theref ore periodic disturba¡ce of the

animal. The ortuo.method, although sì¡ccessfurly used'
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in small- mammals (Mul]-en tg?L, t9?3a), requires

prohibitively expensive equipment (Mul}en 19?3o) '

Boththetime-budgetmethod'andmathematical

modelling involve extrapolation of energy expenditure und'er

laboratory conditions to the more complex and temporally-

variable outd.oor thermal environment, making results

obtained by these method.s potentialty subject to substantial

error (Tracy Lg?z; Bakken L9?6),

Heart-rate telernetry was selected as the method

ofestimatingenergyerpend'i-tureinthisstudy.Physical
j_nteraction with the subject being moni-tored cal.I be

avoided al.Id a validation study (Part IV) indicates that

heart rate ís a reliable index of energy erpenditure.
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MATERTAIS AND METHODS

Ðimar_Ç-ere

Animals were trapped in the vicinity of V'tlinnipeg

(5ooo6'N;gBozoiw) . Prior to having transmitters implanted

they were held for 1-6 months in the same outdoor wire

mesh enclosures in which heart rate was later measured

for the purpose of estimating energy expenditure, This

allowed the a¡imals to adapt to the enclosures and

construct nests in their nest boxes. The animals were

brought into the laboratory either on the day the

transmitters were implanted or one day earlier and

returned to the outdoor enclosures within 12 days after

being brought into the laboratory, The outdoor enclosures,

imptantation of transmitters, and animal care in the

enclosures and in the laboratory have been described

elsewhere (Parts I and IV).

Eight males and' 2 females, with a mean weight of

228 g (range = tBL-255 S) were used,

Heart-rate and Body¡lempera'bure Teleme

Tralsmitters capable of transmitting a¡ FM radio

frequency signal encoding both heart rate and body

temperature information over a distance of 5-I0 m were

implanted in the abdominal cavities of the animals.

Demodulation of the signal to extract the heart rate

and bod.y temperature information, counting and digital

readout of heart rate, and display of body temperature on
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a meter were performed by a d.emodulator (model D2-LC,

Biotelemetry Systems ïnc., Rush, New York). The trans-

mitters, telemetry system, and implantation of transmitters

have been described in Part IV.

(Ior) and Heart Rate (fn)

To establish the relationship between vo, and fn for

each ind.ividual, simultaneous measurements of those

variables were made in the laboratory as described in

Part IV. Since this relationship may depend on whether

increased tOZ is elicited by cold or exercise (Part IV),

the measurements were carried out, whenever possible'

with each animal during rest at temperatures ranging from

30 to -}oo1 and during exercíse at temperatures

approximating outdoor envj-ronmental temperature as closely

as possible within the range 20 to -1OoC. Measurements

with resting animals were carried out at least 5 days

after surgery a¡rd before measurement of fn in the outdoor

enclosures. Measurements with exercising a¡imals were

carried out at l-east ? days after surgery, either before

or after measurement of fh in the outdoor enclosures.

The regressions or vo, on fn were based on data from

2 days' measurements for two of the 10 animals a.l.Id on 1

day's measurements for the remainder. The former would

have been preferable as ii would improve the accuracy of

estimated tOZ ( see Part IV) but it did not prove to be
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practical
life span

to

the

extra time required and the limited

leads.

Estimation of Energv Expenditure from f^
Heart-rate measurements of animals in outdoor

enclosures were made from a buílding with Plexiglass

portholes adjacent to the enclosures. T,ocation and activity

of the animals were monitored- both visually and with the

Esterline Angus event recorder and treadl-e system described

in Part I.
Measurement of fn began on the day following return

of the animals to the outdoor enclosures a¡d at least 11

days after implantation of the transmitters. AtI

measurements of fn used in estimating ü0, were made within

L? days of determinatiol." of the regressions of ù0, on fn;

most were made within 9 daYs.

Heart rate was measured for 0.1 min at approximately

5-min intervals for eighteen 24-h periods during the course

of n year. Qne or two animals (mean = L,6) were monitored

at any given time a-l1d each a¡imaI was monitored. for t-+

(mean 2,8) 2+-h periods.

Proper adjustment of both receiver and demodulator

a¡d a sufficiently strong a¡d noise-free transmitter

signal were essential- for reliable counts of fh. the

counting process was vísually monitored as described in

Part IV and repeated when it was apparent that eiiher

spurious heart beats were counted or heart beats were

the

ECG

due

of
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missed. by the counter. In the rare event that a reliable

count during a given 5-min interval was not obtained, a

value was inserted based on mea-tr heart rate in preceding

and subsequent samples taking into consideration activity

at the time of the missing sarnple, thus eliminating missing

val-ues and facllitating analysis.

The iO, corresponding to each fn count was calculated

using the regression of ù0, on fh established. during

exercise for an animal outside the nest and the regression

established- during rest for an animal inside the nest for

6 of the 10 animals. In the remaíning 4 animals, broken

ECG leads prevented transmission of heart rate before

a regression of ú0, on fh during exercise could be obtained.

The regression determined during rest was used to estimate

ü0, during both rest and activity in these animal-s.

oxygen consumption of a 228 g animal, the mean weight of

animals used in this study, will on average be under-

estimated during exercise, using the regression established

duringrest,bYaboutt6%(seeFig'5,Partrv)ataheart
rate of JOO beats min-t (tn during moderately strenuous

exercise). Underestimation of daily energy expenditure

will range from a negligible amount when an animal is inside

the nest most of the day as at low air temperatures (Part I)

to 6,I% at the maximum daily time (ç.f n) spent ouside the

nest by an animal in this studY,
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Measurement of Abdominal Temperature (TJ

Abd.ominal temperature was manually recorded from

the meter display of the demodulator at the time of each

fh "ount. 
TheSe measurements provided useful information

regarding short term (<Z+ n¡ To change but reliable

absolute TO values were not obtained due to "dríft"

with time of the transmittet and/ot demodulator. Therefore

TO has been expressed in degrees Centigrade above a base-

line resting TO, determined from visual inspection of

minimum To over each 24-in period for eaeh a¡rimaI.

Measurement of Air Temperature (Tr)

Air temperature was measured hourly using a YSI

telethermometer (modet 42SC) with a temperature probe

suspended in a well-ventilated box 110 cm above the

ground adjacent to the enclosures.
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RESUITS

Mean daily estimated VOZ, includíng both time spent

inside and outside the nest, of a¡imals in the outdoor

enclosures was 7,r-3,3 "^3 *-t h-l (¡'ig. r) artd was

independ.ent of mean daily T" (r = o.OB, n = 28, P> 0'1) '

Overall mean daily VO, was 2,oO + 0.11 
"'03 

g-1 f'-1

(mean + 1 SE; n = 28 measurements with 10 animals). Tnspection

of the d.ata indicated that day-to-day variability in

mean daily ù0, within ind.íviduals was small- relative to

total variability. Furthermore, a high ü0, and hence

daily energy expenditure ' was usually associated with a

greater than average time outside the nest a¡d amount of

locomotor activitY.
when data from animals inside and outside the nest

were analyzed separately (nig. e) mean VO, was related to

T, in both situations. At Ta less than -soC, mean ù0, of

animal-s insid.e the nest was significantly correlated with

T- (r = 0,g3, î = 5, P< O.O1); at Tr greater than -5oC'

mean vO, was not significantly correlated with T- (r = 0,3?,

n = 6, P> 0.1) and mean vo, was 7,4+ cm3 g 1 r'-1' Mea¡

tO, of animals outside the nest was related. to T" (r = O,93,

t1 = 10, P< O.O1) through the entire range of T" encountered'

in this study. That mean tO, of animals inside and outside

the nest was dependent on T" (Fig. 2) while mea¡ daily

ù0, was independent of T" (Fig. 1) occurred because of two

factors. These were the high metabolic rate of alimals
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Figure 7, Mean daily oxygen consumption (ùOe) of

animals in outdoor encl-osures versus mean daily air
temperature. Each point represents mean ù0, over a

2+-h period for one animal.
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Figure 2, Mean oxygen consumption (f'r) of animals in
outdoor enclosures in the nest (A) and outside the nest
(B) at different air temperatures. Shown are mean VO,

based on ù0, estimates made over T" intervals of JoC

(cfosed circles), range (light vertical line), range

after eliminating the upper and l-ower 12,5% of values
(¡ofd vertical- l-ine), and number of measurements

contributing to each mean. Broken lines indicate
_a_mininum VO, of squirrels at rest in the l_aboratory with

a nest (A) and without a nest (B) from Fig. !, Part IIf
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outside the nest relative to inside the nest (nig. e) and-

the decreasing proportion of the day spent outside the

nest with decreasing temperature (Part f).
Minimum VO, of animals in the outdoor encfosures

in the nest at T" less than OoC appeared to be independent

of T" and lower than minimum ü0, at T" greater than ooc

(FiS, 2), Furthermors, it appeared from inspection of

tO, of individual animals over 24in period.s (e,g. Figs 3)

that ü0, of anima-fs resting in the nest for extended

periods at low T" was more irregular than that of animals

at high:T^. Thus, while minimum VO, of animals in
a

the nest was less at low than at high T., frequent

transient increases in VO, at low T" resulted in a mean

iOZ,which increased with d.ecreasing temperature below

about ooc. It is also of interest that a large number of

estimated ùOZ of animals in the nest felt below minimum

resting ü0, as measured in the laboratory in Part TII

(trie. 2).

outside the nest, both minimum and maximu* vo, tended

to increase with decreasing temperature (FiS, 2), Minimum

val-ues of ù0, estimated from fh 
"orresponded 

closely with

minimum VO, of laboratory animats without a nest as

measured in Part IÏI.
The rate of oxygen consumption of animals in the

outdoor enclosures varied widely from minute to minute

(fig. 4) with most peaks occurring during feeding and

locomotor activity. Peak ù0, during feeding, when the
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Figure 3, Rate of oxygen consumption (üOr) of 5

animals in outdoor enclosures. Each point represents

ü0, estimated from fh "ounts during 0.1 min taken at

J-min interval-s. Also shown are mean air temperature

(Tu.) for the 24-h period in which the d.ata were

collected and the time the animal was out of the nest
( solid bar) .
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Figure 4, Rate of oxygen consumption (ùOr) based on

heart rate (fh) determined for 0.1 min at i--min intervals
for an animal- outside the nest in an outdoor enclosure.

The predominant behavi-our in each 1-rnin interval
preceding and during the iO, estimate is classified.
as l-ocomotor activity (diagonal lines), feeding
(fiorizontal l-ines), or rest (Utant space).
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animals typically crouch on their hind legs with the

forelegs manipulating the food' was only slightly l-ess

than VO, during locomotor activity.
Simultaneous measurement of To and fn (fig. 51

confirmed the increase of abdominal- temperature of

animals prior to leaving the nest and the precipítous

d,rop in TO after entering the nest (Part II). Furthermore,

it appears from Fig. 5, that the increase in TO resulted

from an increase in metabolic rate which typically
occuryed well j-n advance of an animal leaving the nest

at low T".
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Figure 5, Relationship between change in abdominal

temperature (T¡; closed circtes) and oxygen consumption

(üOr; open circles) measured bef ore, d.uring, and after
out-of-nest activity for five animals (A-E). Change in
T¡ is expressed as increase above minimum resting
Tb, determineC from inspection of TO of each animal

over the 24{n period in which the data were

collected. Al-so shown are air temperature (Ta), time

of exit from the nest ( 1 ), and time of entry into the

nest ( {, ).
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DTSCUSSION

The daily rate of energy expenditure of a homeotherm

can potentially be ínfluenced by many physiological and

environmental variables, a;id on the basis of laboratory

measurements (Part lII), air temperature would appear to

be a major variable determining energ,y expenditure of the

red squirrel. However, this part of the study indicates

that adult captive red squirrels under non-reproductive

cond-itions eliminate the effect of air temperature on

daily energy expenditure and maintain a constant daily

rate of energy expenditure throughout the year in spite

of large seasonal temperature change. This stability of

daily energy expenditure is apparently due to behavioural

and physiological responses to temperature and'/or season

(Parts I, IT, and IIT).
ltlhile a consta¡t daity energy expenditure may be a

coincidental result of temperature-dependeut activity
(part I), it is more likely that daily energy expenditure

is regulated by ad.justment in the amount of l-ocomotor

activity and tirne out of the nest. Adjustment of these

variables so aS to maintaín a constant energy expenditure

would result in an activity level correlated with air

temperature as observed in Part I. !ühile this could be

viewed as an alternative to the cost-benefit model- proposed

in Part I to account for temperature-dependent activity,

it is not necessari-ly so as ind.icated by the following
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argument.

The red squirrel has evolved behavj-oural responses

to temperature, probably as a result of the cost-benefit

factors d.iscussed in Part I. These result in a reduction

of. seasonal change in daily energy expenditure. Then,

as a result of littte seasonal change in energy expenditure 
'

digestive systems anð./or metabolic mechanisms may have

evolved which function most efficiently at a constant 1eve1

of energy expenditure. Natural selection would ensure that

this would be the level of energy erpenditure that, orl

average, maximizes the individual's fitness (i.e. the

probability of survival and reprod.uction), Sel-ective

advantage would then accrue to individuals adjusting

behaviourally so as to expend energy at this optimal rate

resulting in uhe evolution of behavioural mecha¡isms

that regutate daily energy expenditure. This could account

for the observation that when a given daily energy

expenditure is not forced upon a captive animal by low

temperature, it is maintained by voluntary activity
(Part I).

The captive red squirrels in this study were not

subjected. to all aspects of temporal variability occurring

in the natural environment. The extent to which these

affect Seasonal- change in daily energ-y expenditure of

free-ra.:nging squirrels cannot be estimated from the

present study. Possibly, factors such as reproductive

activity, gestation, Iactation, foraging, food caching,
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and territorial defense could modify the constancy of

d.aily energy expendi-ture noted ín the captive animals,

resulting in an increased rate of energy expenditure at

certain times of the year. Alternatively, these factors

could result in a re-budgeting of energ'y expenditure, vi-a

behavioural adjustments, nather than an increase.

In either case, caution must be employed in extrapolating

the estimated mearr dailV tO, of the captive squirrels in
this stud.y to free-ranging squirrels, especially during

the reproductive season. During the winter the situation
of the non-reproductive captive animals with their ample

food supply near at hand approximates more closely that a,f

free-ranging animals with food caches l-ocated. on their
territories, particularly since these territories are

small (0.08-I,58 hectares; Smith I96Bi Ziru]- and Fuller
t9?1; Rusch and. Reeder L9?8), and the proportion of the

total territory used îs as small as 2% in mid-winter

(ZiruT and Fuller L97I),

Estimated daily energy expenditure is remarkably

similar in summer and in winter in Microtus agrestis

(Hanson an¿ Grodzinski I97.0), Microtus arvalus, Clethrionomys

glareolus (Grodzinski L966), Sorex cinereus, Cl-ethrionomys

rutilus, Microtus oeconomus (Grodzinski I97I), A.podemus

;[]avicolus (Gebczynski 1966), A.podemus agrarius (Gorecki

L969), i\{icromys minutus (Gorecki tg?I), and Arvicol.a

terrestris ($frUy a¡d. Vincent 1976), suggesting that a

high rate of energy expenditure for particul-ar

functions, such as thermoregulation or reproduction, tends
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to cause a re-budgeting rather than art increase in energy

expend,iture. These data, the results of this study, and

the observation by lrving et al, (L955) tirat most Arctic

mammals E¡r.e sufficiently well insulated that they probably

do not require increased energy expenditure for thermo-

regulatíon, even at the coldest temperures occurring in

their environments, suggest that it is within the capabilities

of many homeotherms, even in climates subject to large

seasonal temperature change, to avoid seasonal changes in

energy requirements.

The average daily energy expenditure estimated in the

present study agrees closely with that by Grodzinski (L9?t)

who based his estimates for the sane species on continuous

measurement over 24in periods of metabol-ic rates of

animals in metabolism chambers. However, the values

obtained are considerabty lower than those by Smith (tg61)

for an adult male and a lactating female. Smith's (t968)

values were based on estimates of food intake in free-

ranging animals which could partially account for the

increased energy expenditure. However, his estimate of

mean daily energy expenditure of the lactating female appears

impossibly high, âs it is approximately B times the basal

metabolic rate of non-lactating animals observed in this

study, Moreover, it exceeds both the maximum short-term

energy expenditure observed in outdoor animals in this

stud.y as well as energy expenditure of animals running

continuously at -10oC a¡,d' 2 km h-1 i¡ th. Iaboratory
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(Part III). Furthermore, maximum metabol-ic rates of

rodents rarely exce ed 4-6 times the basal metabolic rate
(Hart 1971), A.lso maintenance costs during lactation are

increased by only 82,5% in Microtus arvalus (lvligufa 1969)

and 92% in Cl-ethrionomys slareolus (Kaczmarski L966),

The observation that minimum ù0, of animals in the

nest in the outdoor encl-osures does not increase with

decreasing Ta, al-though mean ü0, does, could possibly

result from an inhibition or el-imination of thermoregulatory

responses during paradoxical or REM sleep as has been

noted. in the kangaroo rat (Glotzbacf, and Hel-l-er L9?6),

cat (Parmeggiani et al, I9?1, I9?3), rabbit (Baker and

Hayward 796?), and man (Shapiro et aI , t9?+), Consequently,

during pardoxical sleep, even in a cool environment,

metabolic rate tends to fal-l to a basal level and body

temperature may fall- below the set point temperature occurring

in other sJ-eep states. Subsequently, upon emergence

from paradoxieal sleep and re-establishment of thermoregulatory

responses, a sudden increase in metabolic rate ín response

to the low body temperature could occur. This may account

for the increased short-term variability in VO, of animal-s

in the nest at 1ow T. as compared to high Tr.

The observation that minimum metabol-ic rate at low

T" is less than at high T, in animals in nests in the

outdoor encl-osures suggests that a reduction in basal

metabolic rate occurred, possi-bIy due to a reduction in

body temperature at low T" (Part II). fn a thermal neutral
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environment, such as may occur in nests even at 1ow

macroenvironmental air temperatures, a reduction in the

basal metabolic rate would be advantageous in that energy

would be conserved.

The observation that VO, of animals in the nest in the

outdoor enclosures falls to lower l-evels than minimum

i* of animals in a similar nest in the laboratory may

indicate that TO in the laboratory does not decrease at low

T- as it does in outdoor animals (Part If). Thisa

suggestion is supported by d.ata (Pau1s, unpublished)

which indicates that TO in the laboratory, in at least

some animals, remains at leve1s typical of active ani-mal-s

even during a Z-ln exposure without disturbance to T" as

low as -3OoC, possibly d.ue to a continued state of alertness

in ti,e unf amil-iar laboratory environment.
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SUÛNViARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that non-reproductive, adult'

captive red squirrels in a:r outdoor environment with easy

access to ample food Supplies avoid seasonal change in

daily energy expenditure in spite of large seasonal

temperature change. Various interacting behavioural

and physiological features accomplish this independence

of daily energy expend-iture from macroenvironmental air

temperature.

The availabitity of a well-insulated nest and a

reduction in time spent outside the nest with decreasing

air temperature are largely responsible for the maintenance

of a constant daily energy expenditure. Inside the nest

body temperature ca-n be regulated by the red squirrel-

with little increase in metabolic rate above the basal

level at temperatures as low as -zOoC. This is in contrast

to the greatly increased metabolic rate of animals

without a nest exposed to low air temperatures.

Another contributing factor is a 4o-fold reduction in

locomotor activity with decreasing air temperature.

A.pparently with decreasing air temperature there is an

increasing shift of energy expenditure from locomotor

activity to thermoregulation.

The i-ntensity, aS weII as anount, of locomotor activity

is reduced at low Tr, possibty due to the high energy cost

of activity at low T". Heat generated by activity does
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not el-iminate the need for thermoreguratory heat production
because of increased thermal- conductance during activity.
Metabolic rate during activíty must therefore by equal to,
or greater, than the sum of the energy cost of the activity
per se and the energ-y cost of thermoregulation.

The red squirrel appears to make these behavioural

responses to temperature on a daily rather than a seasonel

basis, as indicated by the close coryelation be1¡,veen these

behavioural responses and mean measured daily air temperature

and their poor correlation with mearl normal air temperature.

A reduction in total thermal conductance and resting
body temperature during the winter reduces the energ'y

costs of thermoregulation, permitting more activity at
a given leve1 of energy expenditure. The reduction in
thermal conductanee, though not irrel_evant to an animal

in the nest, is principally important in reducing the

metabolic cost of thermoregulation by an animal outside

the nest and extending downward.s the range of air temperatures

at which the red squirrel- can thermoregulate while active
outside the nest.

The reduction in resting body temperature of the red

squirrel, though small relative to that of species

entering a torpid state, may be significant to the energy

economy of this species due to the large proportion of

the day spent resting inside the nest at low air temperatures.

A reduction in energy expenditure could occur by one of
two means, depending on the thermal regime inside the nest.
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In a thermal neutral envi-ronment the reduced body temperature

nay result ín a reduction in the basal metabolic rate. In

a cool-er environment, the energy cost of thermoregulation

may be reduced, due to a reduciion in the temperature

gradient from animal to envi-ronment.

This reduced. body temperature, although adaptive

for an animal- resting in a protected microenvironment,

apparently is not desirable during out-of-nest activity.

The red squirrel avoids erposure outsj-de the nest while

body temperature is low by increasing body temperature

prior to leaving the nest. This increase is accomplished

by a-t:t increase in metabolic rate.

Evidently the red squirrel has evolved. behavioural

and physiological- mechanisms by which it maintains a

constant daily energy expenditure. The selective advantage

of doing so is not clear. It would appear equally adaptive

to minimize energ"y expend.iture whenever this does not

conflict with the fulfilment of other biological needs.

Possibly, in a non-hibernating species, behavioural and

physiologi-cal mechanisms which maintain a constant rate

of daily energy expenditure, provided adequate energy

is available in the environment, are more readily evolved

tha:r digestive systems and/or metabolic mechanisms which

adjust well- to seasonal changes in ênergy expenditure.

Alternatively, maintaining a constant daily energy

expenditure, even on those days when a lower energ-y

expenditure would serve the needs of the organi-sm, may be
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energetically more economical than adjusting to a change

in energy expend.iture.
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Air Outflow of the Metabolism Chamber
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Rate of oxygen consumption was calculated
according to Depocas and Hart (I95?; equation 5). Water

vapour in the air inflow and carbon dioxide in the air
outflow of the metabolism chamber causes some error in
calculated oxygen consumption. The followi-ng analysis
índicates the magnitude of this error.
The following symbols are used:

B = barometric pressure

Fo. = fractional oxygen concentration of dry outflow
"02

air
Fr = fractional oxygen concentration of dry inflow"02

air
PWt = partiaI pressure of v¡ater vapour in inflow air
VA¡ = inflow rate of water vapour

ir', = rate of carbon dioxide production by the animal

VE = outflow rate of dry air
V-. = inflow rate of dry airI

ü,. = inflow rate of undried airl_n

ü0, = rate of oxygen consumption by the animal

Standard temperature and pressure conditions a:re

assumed throughout the analysis.

The general equation for ù0, in a ftow-through system

is
(1)io, = ùï'tro, úu'tuo,

where

ú, = ù.* - ri (z)'I 'in 'AF
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and

ú- = \i- J- li - fr (3)'E 'r 'coz 'oz
By definition, tCOZ = RQ.iOr. Substituting this

expression and equati on 2 in equation 3 and rearranging

yields
\iE = ùir, - üou * üor,(Re - 1) (4)

Substituting equati on 2 and- equation 4 in equation 1

and rearranging yields
(ùir, - ü0u1. (Frez - uror)

Yoz (5)
1 + Fn .(l_ - RO)

"02
When ù0, = 0 (i.e. inflow ai-r is dried) and Rq = 1-, this
equation simplifies to

ú =ú. '/tr- -F- ) (6)'02 'in " IO2 'EOZ

Equati on 6, which is identical to equation 5 of

Depocas and Hart (tgs?), was used in cal-culatinS Vo, in

this stud.y, This val-ue of ù0, can be designated. as

"estimated VOr" and ú0, calculated according to equation J

as "actual toz". If eruor in estimating úoz is expressed

as the ratio (actual iozrestimated toz), then from

equation 5 and 6

o.v. - 1,'r-n 'AF
Lf'fÙf' = 

-'

ü.
t_n

1+Fn "(ne-1)
"02

where

ùou = iir,.(Phrr/B)

Potential error in calculated ù0, under

1,

Q)

(B)

experimental-the



conditions of

error is 6,5%,

error will be

this study is indicated in Table

However, under usual operating

less than maximum.

r47

I, IJiaximum

conditions
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Table 1. Error, erpressed as ( actual tOZrestimated iiOZ) ,

in the calculation of úO, resulting from water vapour
in the air inflow and carbon dioxide in the ai-r outflow
from the metabolism chamber.

Relative Humidity (/")

5o 10075250RQ

0,7

0.8

o.9

1.0

1 .065

t.o+3

t,o2I
1. 000

t.o5g

L.W6

I, Ot5

o.99+

7,053

1. 030

1. 009

0. 9gB

1.046

L, Ozt+

1. 003

o.gB2

1. 040

1. 018

o.997

o,9?6

NOTE; Calculations are based on equations 5, 7, and
using the ,r4u"",úi.r. = ?zo cm3 min-t {ttt¡,
io, = 0,9 "*J g-r h-r (srp); weight of animat
225 g; temperature of air inflow = ZOoC;

B = 74O mm Hg.

Maximum error occurs at minimr* üOr. If úOZ =

4 
"rn3 *-t h-l, error is less than values shorvn

by 0.000-0.006.
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Oxygen consumption of a mammal in a metabolism

chamber is conventionarly determi-ned in one of two ways.

rn a cl-osed system oxygen consumption i-s calculated. from

the rate of oxygen depretion in the metaborism chamber¡

in an open-ftow system oxygen consumption is calculated
from the difference in oxygen concentrati-on of air ftowing
into and out of the metabolism chamber.

Oxygen consumption of an animal in a closed system

can be carcurated under dynamic conditions (i.e. during
changes in the rate of oxygen consumption by the animal).
However' depretion of oxygen in the chamber Iimits the

time over which continuous measurement can be carried. out.
rncreasing the volume of the closed. chamber extends the

maximimum rneasurement peri,od; unfortunately, it also

reduces the sensitivity of the system to short-term
changes in oxygen consumption.

An open-flow system ca¡ be used only under steady-

state conditions if published equations (Depocas and Hart

L95?) are used for calculation of oxygen consumption.

This requirement makes the open-flow system unsuitable
for examination of correlations between heart rate and

oxygen consumption in the red squirrel for two reasons.

Firstly, the correl-ation betrveen these two variables
during and after a change in both variables is of interest.
Secondly, red squirrels rarely maintain a stable l-evel of
oxygen consumption for a sufficiently long time to enable

the system to reach a steady state. These problems could
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be minimized by using a mask rather than a metaborism

chamber, thus reducing the time required for the system

to reach a steady state. Hor,¡ever, training a red squirrel
to accept a mask would have been difficult, Another

approach someti-mes used to reduce the time required for
the system to reach a steady state following a change

in oxygen consumption is the use of a high flow rate.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of measurement will_ be

inversely related to flow rate.
Depoeas and Hart (795?) present an equation for

calculati-on of oxygen consumption under d.ynamic conditions
in an open-fIow. system,, However, it provides accurate

results only with a metabolism chamber of sufficiently
large volume relati-ve to flow rate that it approximates

a closed system. Their equati-on (equation Ij) is identical
to the one presented for a closed system (equation L5),

A large volume open-flow system with a low flow rate, in
addition to the previously described disadvantage of a

closed system, would have a slow response time due to the

Iow rate of air flow
To circumvent these problems, a method has been

devised of making accurate calculations of oxygen

consuñrption in an open-flow system under dynamic conditions
without requiring either a large metaboliém chamber with
a low air-fl-ow rate, a maskr or a high flow rate.

In a¡ open-flow system the change in fractional
oxygen concentration between air inflow and outflow from
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a metabolism chamber containing an animal reflects the

rate of oxygen consumption by the animal under steady

state but not under dynamic conditions, This is because

the metabolism chamber acts as arr oxygen storage reservoir,
a factor which can be ignored under steady-state conditions
since the oxygen content of the metabolism chamber remains

constant, However, following an increase in oxygen

consumption of an animal, the oxygen content of the

chamber and therefore the fractional oxygen concentration

of the outflow air decreases gradually to a new steady

state and vice-versa, By taking into consideration the

rate of oxygen storage or depletion from the metabolism

chamber as well as the fractional- oxygen concentration of

the outfl-ow air the rate of oxygen consumption during

and following periods of change can be accurately compute,l.

Data required in addition to those needed in steady-state

measurements are volume of the metabol_ism chamber and

temperature and water vapour pressure in the metabolism

chamber.

Ierminologv and Assumptions

The following derivation is based on a system in
which air inflow to the metabolism chamber is metered and

fractional oxygen concentrati-on of the air outfl-ow is
measured. It is assumed that alt gas flow and vol-ume

measurements have been converted to standard temperature

and pressure unless otherwise stated, and air has been
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dried upstream and downstream from the metabolism chamber

prior to the taking of infl-ow and oxygen concentration

measurements. It is further assumed that carbon dioxide

has been removed from the outflow air or that respiratory
quotient is known.

The following symbols are used:

B = barometric pressure

FE = fractional oxygen concentration of dry outflow
"oz

air
Fr = fractional oxygen concentration of dry inflow

-02
air

P,., = water vapour pressure in the metabolism
W

chamber (at ambient temperature and. pressure)

RQ = respiratory quotient

T^ = air temperature in the metabolism chamber
c

V = vofume of the metaboli-sm chamber

Vn = volume of dry air in the metabolism chamberA
fr = -ate of carbon dioxide formation by the animal'coz r r

ùE = outflow rate of drY air
t- = inflow rate of d,ry air

t_

V^ = volume of oxygen in the metabolism chamber
U

ir = -ate of oxygen consumption by the animal'02
V.., = volume of water vapour in the metabolism chamber

W

lhe oretical Considerations

During a given time interval, t, the change in volume

of oxygen stored in the the metabol-ism chamber (av.) will be
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the difference between oxygen added by air inflow
(= Fr 'ür.t) and removed by the animal 1= l'r.t) and thetozt_
air outflow (approximately Fo "iio" t), where t^r, Fo ,

î -o2 va "o2
and V'. are mean values during the time, t. It is assumedö

Fr and ú- are constant during the time, t. A. more precise
"02

measure of oxygen removed by the air outflow would be

{(¡'- -v-).tooz rr

-=- where uUO, and
.'io. are measured n times during

11

the time interval, t. The precision of the estimate, if
FE and Vo vary in a non-linear fashion d.uring t will be"o2 D

a function of the number of measurements (n). That oxygen

outfl-ow is only approximated by the expression (Fo .lo.t)
"02

is seen from the f ol-lowing argument.

By definition, FE^^ = ({Fn^ ^)/n ana l, = Gvfl/n,"o2 "o2
However, {(Fn^ ^.i{/n + (ál'o^ ^/")- (avr/n) when both Fn- 

-ozu-o2u"o2
and V" vary in a non-linear fashion during t. The magnitude

of the departure from equality depends on the range over

which F- and V, vary, In animal ú0, exper,iments, flow ratesooz
are usually adjusted so that Fo' >0,1850. Therefore,

"02
the potential range over which Fo. can vary is approximately

"02
O,1B5O-0,2095. If RQ = !, then úU = ùI, and both V, and

VI are constant. In this case mean oxygen outftow during the

time, t, is accurately described by the expression

(Fo 'Ío't) provided an adequate number of measurements"o2 Þ

of Fo have been made during t. If RQ É !, then úU f Ít,o02

with the maximum difference occurring at RQ = O,?, Then

from the relationships VU = fI - tO, * fCOZ and.
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RQ = tC or/io, it can be shown that VE = üI - o,iioz. It
is apparent that VU will be minimízed, when VO, is maximized..

If the minímum permitted val-ue of Fo is 0.1-850 (through
"o2

ad justment of flow rate ) , then the maximum value for
ù0, is closely approximated by (o,zo95 - O.1B5O).fr =

0.0245í1, and the minimum value for üu is liï - o.oz|svr

or O,g? 55it The possible range over which VU can vary

is then from ü, to 0.9?S5it or about 2,5%. From sample

values it can be demonstrated that the error ín the

approximation (Fo 'lo..t) for oxygen outflow from the"o2 D

metabolism chamber is negligible. Therefore the approximation

,FUO''lU'*) is assumed to represent oxygen outflow from

the metabolism chamber,

Based on the preeeding considerations

^V^-F- 
.ü.t-F î

u Lozvt't - utor'vn't - voz't

By rearrangement

io,=FL.vr-Ftr .úE-lvo/t
02 ' "o2

The terms F, , f' Fo are either known or measured in-o2 - "o2
the experiment. Mean air outflow is given by

Vn=VI-YOZ*VCOZ
î?By definition, YCOZ = RQ.YOZ, Substituting this term in

equation 2 and simplyfying yields

iE = lr - lrrr-{t - RQ) (:)
Substituting equation 3 in equation 1 and rearuanging yields

(Fr^^ - FE^^).ü,-o2 "o2
- avo/t

(1)

7
1f

'02

(2)

1 - Fo .(r - R0)
"02

(4)
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These terms, except for aVg, are all known or measured

quantities. Calculation of aVO is based on the relationship

ovo = ouuor.uo

where oFe^^ is the change in F"^^ during t and VO is"o2 "o2
given by

ve-v-vw (6)

The water vapour content of the metabolism chamber (Vw)

can be calcul-ated from P, in the metabolism chamber

which can be directly measured with commercially available

equipment (e,g. YSI Dew Point Hygrometer, Fisher Scientific

Co, )

Then

vw - v'(Pw/B) (z)

in equation 6 and rearrangingSubstituting equation 7

yields

vA=v'(r-Pw/B)
Substituting equation B in equation J yields

oVo=ou'or.V.(1 -Pw/B)

Atl- these terms are either measured or

obtained from equation p, -VO, tot the

be calculated from equation 4.

By similar manipulations it can be shown that if C02

is absorbed prior to measurement of VE^^, îo, is given by
"o2

(Fr^^ F"^^).ú, - avo/t-o2 "o2

(s)

known. Using aVO

time i-nterval- t can

(5)

(B)

a\r='02

where aV
Û

t-F_ooz

is calculated as previously described.

( ro)
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In the limiting case of steady state-conditions,

aV../t = O. Und,er this condition, equations 4 and 10 are
U'

identical to the coruesponding equations from Depocas

and Hart (L95? ) for steady-state cond,itions. Equations

+ and 10 are more generally applicable because they can

be applied both to a situation where iO, is changing and

to a system which has not yet reached a steady state

foll-owing placement of an animal into the metabolism

chamber or following a change in ù0, by the animal.

The magnitude of improvement in accuracy of cal-cul-ated

ù0, using the presently derived dynamic-state equation

rather than a steady-state equation ( tfre dynamic state

equation with the term avO/t omitted) depends on the

frequency and rapidity of changes in oxygen consumption

by the animal- and the rel-ative val-ues of chamber volume

and flow rate. Under the experimental conditions of this

study (Part IV) the improvement in accuracy can be

substantial (Fie. 1).

Ëímplifying Approximations

To simplify measurements it was assumed that RQ was

0.85 and P, in the metabolism chamber was 50% of maximum

PW. Maximum P, in the -bemperature raxge -ZO to 3OoC is
accurately approximated by the equation

p-- - r+.2304 x t.o667Tc-VII " í

The potential errors i-ntroducted by these assumptions are

small as indicated by the following analyses:
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Figure 14. Fractional oxygen concentration of dried

outflow air from a metabolism chamber containing a

red squirrel. Chamber volume (v) = 4ooo cm3, flow rate

(üï) = looo cm3 min-1 (amuient temperature and pressure).

Measurement methods are fu11y described in Parts III and TV.

Figure 1-8. Mean vO, (STP) during 6-min intervals

based on fractional concentration of oxygen in outflow

air from the metabolism chamber as shown in A if oxygen

storage in the metabolism chamber is ígnored (open circtes)

and taken into consideration (closed circles). Error

resulting from the use of a steady state equation (i.e.

storage of oxygen in the metabolism chamber not taken

into consideration) under the experimental conditions

of this stud.y (Part IV) is shown by broken l-ines conllecting

open and closed circles,
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L, Error if CO^ is not absorbed from the outflow air and

RQ is assumed to be O,85.

Equation 4 can be rewritten

to, =

where X =

If Rg = 1,

L
may be considered a correction

as

'X
1-Fo .(1-Ra)

"02
(t'0, - t'or)'úr avo/t

?
then VOt = [. Therefore the term

!- Fo.(r-Ro)
"02

factor (Cf) for VO, when RQ I 1. If RQ = 0.85¡ âs

was assumed in this study, then C,. = !,O29-t.032

over the possible range of values of Fo . Over. "o2
the potential range of RQ values (0.?-1.0) the

value of C,. may range from t.O6? to 1.000. Therefore,

maximum error resultj-ng fron deviation of RQ from

the assumed value, 0.85, is less t]nan 4%,

2, Error if
Equation

is assumed to be

can be rewritten

F' )'ü,
"02

50% of maximum P*.

AS

av o/t

D
^ !.I

4

(Fr
-02

üoz = (11)
1-Fo .(r-RO)

"02
1 - Fo .(r - Ra)

"02

P, enters the equati-on in the calculation of oVO.

Percent error in the second term of equation 11

is equal to percent error in oVO. From equation 9

it is apparent that maximum error in aVO wiJ-I occur

at maximm oF"o, which j-s 0,0245. At T" = -2o, 5,
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and. 3ooC, maximut PW is !.3, 6,53, arrd )2,82 mm Hg,

respectively. Assuming the volume of the metabolism

chamber is 4ooo "^3 
(ambient temperature and pressure)

and barometric pressure is lJ0 nm Hg, percent error

in aV,.. is + 0.09, + O.ll4, + 2,23, respectively.
U

Because the second term in equation 11 represents

only L of 2 terms in lo' artd it is usually the

smaller of the two (Fig. 1), percent error in vo,

will usually be less than half of percent error

in oVO. It is apparent that error due to deviation

of P from the assumed value will be vanishingly
w

small at 1ow T" and acceptabl-y low even at }oo1.




